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This dissertation describes a novel multi-scale characterization and modeling approach 
for developing bio-inspired composite sandwich structures. The source of bio-inspiration 
was chosen to be Palmetto wood, a naturally occurring porous composite material with 
macrofiber reinforcement. Characterization of Palmetto Wood at multiple length scales 
revealed that the mechanical behavior is dominated by the stronger and stiffer 
macrofibers, while the porous cellulose matrix controls load transfer and failure between 
macrofibers. Shear dominated debonding and pore collapse mechanisms have been 
identified as the leading modes of failure mechanism. The role of macrofiber volume 
fraction and strain rate on macroscale response and damage evolution has been evaluated 
through experiments. It is seen that increase in macrofiber concentration increases the 
stiffness of the Palmetto wood, leading to a higher concentration of macrofiber in the 
outer region of the wood by evolution. A damage model has been developed to decouple 
the effect of the plastic strain and pore collapse on damage evolution. 
Using Palmetto wood as a template, prototype bioinspired sandwich composite 
structures have been fabricated using carbon fiber reinforcement in the foam core to 
translate the mechanics principles of Palmetto wood.  The sandwich composite structures 
with bioinspired foam core and standard foam core have been characterized under quasi-
static and dynamic three-point bending load. The model developed to study damage 
evolution in Palmetto wood has been applied to the behavior of bioinspired sandwich to 
quantify the parameters. The enhancement in mechanical behavior has been achieved by 
reinforcement of the carbon rods in the core like the macrofibers in the Palmetto wood. 
An increase in macroscale reinforcement in the core led to the behavior that tunes the 
material response to a better combination the flexural stiffness, energy absorbance and 
damage evolution characteristics. 
A Finite Element Analysis (FEA) model has been developed to numerically study the 
effects of reinforcement in the foam core on its flexural behavior as observed in the 
experimental characterization. The simulations performed using homogenized, isotropic 
properties from simulations of the bioinspired core affirm the experimental observations. 
The viability of developing multifunctional sandwich structures from the multiscale 
characterization and modeling of the bioinspired foam cores has also been investigated. 
Prototype sandwich battery structures were fabricated using copper coated fiberglass and 
Zn plate facesheet, a carbon foam core, and an adhesive of NH4Cl and ZnCl2 bound by 
HTPB and epoxy polymers. Very low power generation was demonstrated using the 
prototype batteries, however it was determined that the mechanical strength and energy 
absorbing capability were compromised, as expected from the model, indicating that the 
use of macrofiber reinforcement could potentially enhance multifunctional behavior. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
 
Nature has evolved its systems over a long period of time such that its parts can 
perform their role in the most efficient manner. Most of the time, they serve multiple 
purposes, thereby, increasing the efficiency and requiring lesser amount of material for 
the task. For example, the root of a tree has branching inside the soil so that it can provide 
very strong support against wind load, seismic load as well as serves to draw minerals 
and water from soil for its livelihood. Thus, biological inspiration has been a huge 
resource to engineer materials and systems to develop to the best performance and 
efficiency. Recently, biologically inspired and biomimetic designs have drawn interests 













“Aerospace system designers are constantly trading-off between performance 
(maneuverability, observability, survivability) and efficiency (range, availability). 
 Multifunctional “smart structures” have the potential to improve both sets of capabilities 
by performing multiple engineering functions using a single component or structure.  An 
example is an active aeroelastic wing (AAW), which incorporates structure, controls, 
smart materials, and sensors capable of commanding shape changes based on real-time 
flight data” [1]. Employing multifunctionality in engineering systems enhances their 
system efficiency as well as makes the structure robust. For example, driving power from 
a structural member will help reduce the weight of batteries and hence increase 
efficiency, and thereby reduce the cost of several engineering applications, like 
aerospace, marine, ground transportation. 
Structural batteries have been very promising and make significant impact in 
spacecrafts, air vehicles especially small scale vehicles, like Micro Air Vehicle (MAV), 
Flapping wing Vehicle, Unmanned Underwater Vehicle (UUV) etc. To achieve the best 
performance and functionality for these kinds of applications, light weight high stiffness 




Figure 1.2 Multifunctional structure: Active Aeroelastic Wing (AAW) [1] 
 
Over the development of several decades, the concept of sandwich materials has led to 
the structural strength with light weight replacing conventional material [2]. Considerable 
literature is available on the investigation of behavior of sandwich structures and their 
failure modes under compression tension [3], quasi-static load [4], blast and Impact [5, 
33, 36], underwater impulse [6, 7], impact and air blast [8]. There are also literatures on 
modeling of sandwich structures [9, 10, 95], damage of smart composite and detection 
[11]. 
 




Multifunctional material and structures have gained special attention in the last decade. 
This shows the increase in research articles in English related to multifunctional materials 
and structures [12]. The increased research effort has been guided by the need of 
developing multifunctional materials and structures simultaneously perform (a) multiple 
structural functions, (b) combined non-structural and structural functions, or (c) both. 
Examples of these types of multifunctional structure include (a) composite materials with 
high strength to weight ratio, high fracture toughness and damping, (b) load bearing 
structure with the capability of thermal insulation or efficient heat transfer or energy 
harvesting/storage, and (c) a structure that functions for both first and second types of 
purposes [2]. In his review article on the mechanics of multifunctional structure, Gibson 
[2] summarized several areas of structural and nonstructural multifunctionality.  
 There are two primary ways to realize multifunctionality in a material system: (i) the 
constituent materials themselves performing multiple functionality, and (ii) 
coupling/embedding components of different functionality in a single system. Schematic 
diagrams of the concepts of developing multifunctional composite sandwich material 






Figure 1.4 Schematic diagrams of two approaches to achieve multifunctional 
structure: (Top) constituents themselves performing multiple functionalities, 
(bottom) components of different functionalities are assembled in a single 
system 
 
The first method involves selecting proper material for the required coupled 
performance while, the second one involves proper design of embedment leading to least 
sacrifice in their primary functionalities. Several research publications have explored the 
details of the second approach in realizing multifunctional structure [56, 59, 62, 65]. 
However, efforts have been made to develop several core materials to perform 







Palmetto wood, a naturally occurring hierarchically structured composite material has 
been found to exhibit enhanced mechanical behavior and damage resistance when used in 
the protective structures during the Civil and Revolutionary war. Thus, inspired by the 
enhanced mechanical properties and damage resistance, it has been a potential natural 
inspiration to developing engineering sandwich composite structures with enhanced 
mechanical behavior. 
To utilize the full benefit of the behavior of the bioinspiration, Palmetto wood, the 
mechanical behavior of the Palmetto wood and the underlying mechanisms of its 
enhanced behavior and energy absorbance needs to be explored. The material being 
hierarchically structured at multiple length scale, ranging from the macrofibers to the 
bulk size, the deformation mechanism and the resulting global behavior must be 
elucidated to understand the effect of its hierarchical microstructure on its global 
behavior. Thus, experimental methodologies specially suited to characterize the 
deformation at multiple length scales have been developed to relate the behavior at lower 
length scale to the macroscale. 
Using the mechanisms explored by the characterization of the mechanical behavior of 
Palmetto wood, it would be possible to translate the mechanisms that enhance the 
mechanical behavior and energy absorbance of engineering sandwich composite 
structures. To realize the benefits of the hierarchical structure of Palmetto wood, 
sandwich composite structures were developed with biologically inspired foam cores to 
translate the mechanisms into engineered sandwich composites. Effort has been made in 
this work to create biologically inspired foam cores by reinforcing the foam used in 
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composite sandwich structures with carbon fibers aligned in the longitudinal direction. 
Mechanical characterization under quasi-static and dynamic load was performed to verify 
the translation of the mechanics found in Palmetto wood through the benefits of using 
macrofiber reinforcement in the foam core. 
Developing multifunctional structures with structure-power capabilities often involves 
multiple performance objectives. However, optimizing the overall system performance 
leads the development of new multifunctional materials, and this system level objective 
provides useful guidance in ranking the various design possibilities and parameters. Thus 
it is critical to select appropriate materials for a proper functionality so that the selected 
material can perform in the presence of other material. For example, a chemical naturally 
analyte for a battery should be able to sustain its performance when mixed with a binder 
to be used as interfacial adhesive of the sandwich. 
Previous research reveals that carbon foam (CF17) does have the required electrical 
properties to be used as anode material; however, this being ceramic foam sustains 
negligible impact energy and thus trades off the mechanical performance of the 
composite sandwich structure. However, carbon foam core sandwich has been a potential 
structural material for armor applications for its high thermal and laser resistance. Typical 
metrics to indicate mechanical performance are Weight, Impact resistance, Static 
mechanical behavior, Energy density and that for electrical performance are discharge 
rate, AmpHr. However, as stated earlier, these metrics are often impeding and call for 
optimization based on application. Owing to some of these issues, developing an 
appropriate multifunctional structure is a challenging problem which can not be solved by 
the current state of the art.  
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This dissertation is therefore seen as the first attempt at characterizing the multi-scale 
mechanics of a novel hierarchically-structured natural composite, Palmetto wood, in 
order to develop prototype engineered sandwich composite structures with enhanced 
mechanical behavior for possible use as multifunctional structures in applications such as 
energy storage. 
1.3 Dissertation Goals and Scope 
 
The challenges outlined in the earlier elucidate that characterizing the mechanical 
behavior of hierarchical structured materials to fabricate sandwich composite structures 
with enhanced mechanical behavior is a non-trivial problem. As part of this dissertation, 
detailed understanding of the mechanical behavior of naturally occurring composite, 
namely, Palmetto wood a potential bioinspiration in developing sandwich composite 
materials with enhanced mechanical behavior and energy absorbing capability has been 
developed. The characterization and modeling is utilized to reveal the role of macroscale 
reinforcement in the mechanical behavior and damage evolution in the material.  
Using the understanding of the mechanisms for load transfer and failure in Palmetto 
wood, sandwich composite structures using a bioinspired core can be developed to verify 
the enhancement in the mechanical behavior with respect to the conventional sandwich 
composite structure. The distinct aspects of developing sandwich structures namely, 
enhanced mechanical behavior and damage resistance have been explored. The role of 
macroscale reinforcement in the bioinspired foam core in damage evolution has been 
evaluated. A detailed model of the behavior of the sandwich material with bioinspired 
core will lay a path to help select the constituent material and their size and amount to 
achieve the best mechanical performance. 
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The experimental characterization of the bioinspired sandwich composite has been then 
verified using numerical simulation of flexural behavior of sandwich composite structure 
using Finite Element Analysis (FEA). Simulations have been performed to quantify the 
effect of the bioinspired core design on the global behavior of the sandwich composite 
using the experimentally determined material properties. To modeling approached, based 
on homogenization of properties of the reinforced core and detail model with discrete 
reinforcements have been developed to evaluate the global flexural response of the 
sandwich composite structure and the local deformation fields and damage initiation due 
to the reinforcement in the core of sandwich composite. 
In developing a multifunctional sandwich composite structures (e.g., a structural 
battery), a bottom-up approach has been adopted using Zn-carbon battery as template and 
transforming to sandwich configuration. The potential and performance of the sandwich 
composite battery structures in terms of mechanical and electrical behavior has been 
characterized. This work will help in understanding how the multi-scale characterization 
and modeling of the bio-inspired foam cores will translate to multi-functional structures 
in order to enhance their multifunctional design for both mechanical behavior and energy 
storage. 
The multi-scale mechanical characterization of Palmetto wood as a template for 
developing engineered material with enhanced mechanical properties has been presented 
in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 details fabrication and experimental characterization of sandwich 
structures with bioinspired core using the experimental methodology developed to 
characterize hierarchical structures and the model developed to quantify the damage 
parameters. Numerical analysis of the mechanical behavior of sandwich structures with 
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bioinspired core using Finite Element Method has been detailed in Chapter 5. The 
preliminary effort in developing multifunctional structures with structure and power 
capability has been discussed in Chapter 6. The conclusions and anticipated benefits of 
this dissertation research are reported in Chapter 7. The Chapter 8 lists the possible future 
direction for further understanding of the mechanics of the sandwich composite structures 




Chapter 2 Literature Review 
 
Multifunctional material systems have drawn attention of the researcher from the last 
decade and significant effort has been devoted in implementing, designing, developing 
concepts of multifunctionality. Multifunctional materials are those that serve multiple 
functionalities. While several components can be assembled together to utilize their 
respective functionality independently, systems are also developed such that a single 
component serve multiple purpose there by increasing the system efficiency by waiving 
off using multiple components. Thus, most of the implementations of multifunctional 
materials call for composite materials where different materials participate in the 
functionality with their own properties and leads to enhanced combined properties. The 
functionalities can be structural, electrical, thermal, magnetic, chemical etc. Thus the 
implementation of concepts of developing multifunctional systems is interdisciplinary. 
Most of the time, they are contradictory and requires trade-off in one for the other. Thus 
these kinds of designs often require optimization.  
The present dissertation aims at developing and characterizing a multifunctional 
sandwich structure whose design is bioinspired and serves structural and electrical 
functionality that can be called structural battery. For this purpose it is important to 
develop an understanding and the survey of the research performed in the relevant areas. 
The following sections briefly describe the relevant areas pertaining to the present 
dissertation and the aspects that have been explored. Finally a summary of the literature 




2.1 Sandwich Structures 
 
Sandwich composites are the advanced composites with high strength to weight ratio 
and that consist of a core material generally soft and two facesheets with higher strength 
attached to the soft core. The role of facesheets has been to provide stiffness, tensile as 
well as bending whereas the core enhances the energy absorbance, damage resistance and 
carries the shear load in thickness direction. Usually, high stiffness, high strength, and 
thin composite materials are used for faces to resist the in-plane and lateral loads, while, 
light but low stiffness and low strength materials such as foam, honeycomb, and balsa 
wood are used for cores [13]. Sandwich materials can be classified based on the type of 
facesheet or core. Typical facesheet materials include fiber-reinforced plastics laminates, 
e.g. glass fiber and epoxy resin or metal sheet. 
The concept of developing composite sandwich structure dates back to 1849 [14]. In 
England, sandwich construction was first used in the Mosquito night bomber of World 
War II that employed plywood sandwich construction. During the World War II, the 
concept of sandwich structure in US originated with through the use of reinforced plastic 
as face and low density core [14]. The first research paper on sandwich structure was 
written by Marguerre in 1944 dealing with sandwich panels subjected to in-plane 
compressive load [14]. 
Several techniques have been developed to manufacture the foam cores like metallic 
foam core polymeric foam core of closed cell, open cell and stochastic type [15]. The 
foam manufacturing techniques may be categorized as investment casting, deformation 
forming and metal wire approaches [15]. Several techniques to manufacture foam include 
using open cell polymer templates for investment casting [16], chemical vapor deposition 
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[17], slurry coating [18], hollow spheres [19] or aggregates of soluble particles into 
which metals can be injected and solidified [20]. Truss core patterns with attached face 
sheets can be made from a volatile wax or polymer (eg polyurethane) by injection 
molding [21] or rapid prototyping methods [22].   
Sandwich structures have been used for several applications like aerospace, automotive 
and several infrastructural applications as well. Since the engineering of transportation 
devices, materials with high strength and light weight have been of huge interest. The 
sandwich structures have been especially successful and leading material in aviation 
industry. The use of sandwich structure in the Apollo project that successfully landed on 
the moon in 1969 showed the high potential of sandwich structure in the field of 
aerospace [23]. The Beech Starship uses Nomex honeycomb with graphite and Kevlar 
faces for the entire structure - the first all sandwich aircraft. Also, a major portion of the 
space shuttle is a composite-faced honeycomb-core sandwich. Almost all satellite 
structures employ sandwich construction. The U. S. Navy uses honeycomb sandwich 
construction for bulkheads, deck houses, and helicopter hangars to reduce weight above 
the waterline [14]. Application of composites for large structures at AIRBUS started in 
1983 when the A310 was the first aircraft in the AIRBUS fleet to be equipped with a 
composite honeycomb sandwich rudder. The composite Vertical Tail Plane for the A310 
was soon to follow in 1985 [23]. Since 1980, composite front cabs of locomotives have 
been built for the XPT locomotives in Australia, the ETR 500 locomotives in Italy, the 
French TGV and the Swiss locomotive 2000. In Japan, the new Nozomi 500 bullet trains 
use honeycomb sandwich for the primary structure. Also in 1995, Starlinger and Reif 
reported that sandwich construction is now being used in double-decker buses [14]. In 
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Europe, COBRAE was founded (Composite Bridge Alliance Europe) which is leading 
the way in promoting composite bridges throughout the European Union. In wind energy 
systems, GE Energy states they have 6900 installations worldwide, and that their growth 
rate is 20% per annum. The Global Wing Energy Council ranks the leaders in wind 
energy installations as: Germany, Spain, U.S., and Denmark [14].  
 
Figure 2.1 Different sandwich core types [23] 
 
Several investigations have been performed to study the failure modes of sandwich 
composites. The failure modes of sandwich beams are typically face yielding and 
fracture, core shear and crimping, face wrinkling and dimpling, and overall buckling [13]. 
Haibin et al [] designed fabricated a thermoplastic sandwich structure for mass transit 
bus. 
Gdoutos and Daniel [25] investigated several failure modes of sandwich beams of 
unidirectional carbon/epoxy facing and PVC closed-cell foam core under quasi-static 
three and four point bending. They observed compression facing wrinkling as evidenced 
by sharp change in strain (Figure 2.2). However, the core failure was observed under 
three-point bending and the failure occurred when the maximum shear stress reached 
shear strength of the core material. The failure envelope for a core material can be 
described by an appropriate failure criterion. The indentation failure has also been noted 
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under three-point bending. The indentation failure of the sandwich beam can be predicted 
by treating the loaded face as a beam resting on a foundation. 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Facing wrinkling in sandwich structure under four-point bend test [25] 
 
 
Figure 2.3 Critical load versus span length for failure initiation in sandwich beams under 
three-point bend [25] 
 
Tension or compression facing failure in uniaxial stress by yielding or fracturing has 
been reported by Daniel and Abot [26].The bending behavior of the beams, whether 
loaded under four-point or three-point bending, is governed by the face sheets. Hadi and 
Matthews [27] reported short-wavelength buckling or wrinkling of the compression 
facing of sandwich beams subjected to compression or bending. Indentation failure of 
sandwich construction results from application of highly localized external loads and is 
associated with local bending of the loaded facing into the core. The problem has been 
studied by Soden [28] using a rigid-perfectly plastic and an elastic-perfectly plastic type 
foundation model. Triantafillou and Gibson [29] developed a failure mode maps for 
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sandwich beams with aluminum facings and rigid polyurethane foam cores in three-point 
bending. Recently, Xiong et al [30] studied mechanical behavior and failure of pyramidal 
truss core sandwich with experiment and analysis considering core shear macro-buckling, 
face wrinkling, and face sheet crushing failure modes. 
 
The interfacial delamination at the facesheet-core interface has been one of the leading 
failure modes in the sandwich due to the mismatch in mechanical properties. Debonding 
of the facing from the core may occur during fabrication or due to overloads.  This failure 
mode was studied in terms of the critical strain energy release rate of the interface by 
Triantafillou and Gibson [31]. Efforts have been put to study the peel strength of the 
facesheet and core as the failure modes of the sandwich structures are closely related to 
this peel strength. Peel energy is commonly used to describe the adhesion characteristic 
of the facesheet and core material [13]. Thouless and Jensen [32] utilized the elastic 
fracture mechanics to the geometry of the peel test [9]. Cantwell et al. [33] have 
performed the three-point bending test for characterizing face-core adhesion in sandwich 
beams. Lee et al [13] performed cleavage peel test to characterize the interface and used 
surface resin impregnation of the foam to increase the peel strength of the facesheet and 
foam interface. Recently, Sun and Chen [34] studied the interfacial fracture behavior of 






Figure 2.4 Interfacial failure in cleavage peel test of glass/epoxy facesheet and 
polyurethane foam core sandwich [13] 
 
 
Figure 2.5 Possible failure modes for layered materials based on material constitution 
[33] 
 
Several researchers have studied the failure modes of sandwich structure under 
dynamic load. Xu and Rosakis [33] investigated the failure modes in sandwich structure 
under low velocity impact. In this paper, all the possible inter-layer and intra-layer failure 
modes have been listed and discussed. Semenski and Rosakis [36] tested thin sections of 
soft PVC foam core and E-glass facesheet sandwich structures used in Naval application 
under impact load to visualize the failure modes. 
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Recently, Wang et al [37] investigated low velocity impact characteristics and residual 
tensile strength of carbon fiber composite lattice core sandwich experimentally and 
numerically validated the results.  
 
Figure 2.6 Dynamic failure modes and sequence in a layered specimen from a different 
field of view. Following interfacial delamination at the lower then the upper interfaces, 







Figure 2.7 (Left) Experimental and Numerical results under 3 J impact and (right) 
residual strength of truss core sandwich under different impact energy and stacking 
sequence [37] 
 
2.2 Bioinspired and Biomimetic Design 
 
Natural processes have developed plenty of systems that perform multiple tasks within 
a variety of environment and constraints [38]. Similarly, to develop engineering systems 
with the ability of multitude performance nature has been the best resource for inspiration 
and sometime, mimicry. There have been several examples of natural resources being 
used as inspiration to leverage the scientific principle in developing engineering systems. 
Popular examples include bulletproof jackets by mimicking spider-webs; robots that 
mimic various forms of natural movement such as those by fishes, leeches, and 
earthworms; and materials that mimic various properties of natural materials [38]. 
Solution to several engineering problems has been inspired by biological phenomena 
[39]. Detailed understanding of the biological systems is required to utilize the full 
potential and to enable effective and efficient biologically inspired engineering. The term 
Bioinspiration or Biomemesis refers to elucidating natural models, systems, and 
processes to employ the principles to solve human problems in several areas of 
engineering [39]. Bioinspiration has been used in developing several engineered systems.  
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Most of the natural materials being hierarchically structured and composite in nature, 
the development of composite material as well has been significantly inspired by the 
biological resources. The mechanics principles in the load bearing and energy absorbing 
functionality can lead to a better design of materials with enhanced properties. Meyers et 
al [47] reviewed several classes of biological materials like ceramic (sponge spicules, 
shells, shrimp hammer, Marine worn teeth, Bone), Polymers (Ligament, silk, horn), 
elastomers (skin, muscle), cellular materials (wood, leather) etc. 
Several structural materials have been developed and tailored through bioinspiration to 
suite the potential applications. The research group of Zhou works in bioinspired 
materials development and has reported several such advancements on structural 
materials [48]. It was found that the strength of composites with enlarged-end fibers is 
greater than that of the composites with plain fibers of the same properties and aspect 
ratio. To employ this principle, solid state reaction of SiO2 with C has been used to 
fabricate dumbbell-shaped biomimetic whiskers to enhance the strength compared to the 
commercial plane fiber SiC whisker [48]. Motivated by strength of bamboo and its 
potential in engineering applications, Li et al [49] developed a technique to change the 
form of bamboo from its natural circular cross-section into a plate for convenient use. 
Craciunescu and Moldovan [50] detailed the design of bioinspired composite material for 
medical applications like bone. They covered the methodology to choose appropriate 








(b)     (c) 
Figure 2.8 (a) The morphology of dumbbell-like SiC whiskers [48] and (b) optical 
photographs of cross-sections of normal and reformed bamboo and the fiber volume 
fraction before and after processing [49] 
 
“Nature's pool of ideas is valuable only if it can be translated into concepts that 
engineers can incorporate in their designs” [51]. To mimic the mechanics principle in 
developing bioinspired materials with enhanced mechanical behavior, detail 
understanding of the mechanical behavior of biomaterials is necessary [52]. Several 
researchers have characterized natural composite, wood, probably the best bioinspiration 
to develop structural material. Balsa wood, a naturally occurring porous solid is one of 
the best core materials for high energy absorbing sandwich structure as it has high 
specific stiffness, strength, and energy absorbing capacity [53]. Vural and Ravichandran 
characterized the quasi-static and dynamic compressive response of balsa wood and 
identified the failure modes like buckling, end-cap collapse and kink band formation [53, 
54]. Dynamic response and energy dissipiation characteristic were reported and 
kinematics of deformation of the observed failure modes and associated micro-inertial 
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effects are modeled to explain the behavior. The transition in failure mode and its effect 
on energy absorption has been reported in [55]. 
   
 
Figure 2.9 Failure mechanism illustrating (a) plastic buckling for low-density balsa wood 
(b) kink band for high-density balsa wood and associated stress–strain curves [53] 
 
2.3 Multifunctional Structures 
 
Multifunctional materials are materials capable of performing two or more functions, 
either simultaneously or sequentially in time. They are typically composite in nature, 
inhomogeneous at the meso- and/or micro-scale levels, and may best be described as a 
“material-system” or “system-material” [56]. These materials embody several attributes, 
including some or all of structural, thermal, electrical, and optical aspects, and are 
emerging as solutions providing decreased volume, mass, and power requirements [57] 
leading to improved system performance and system efficiency. The review article by 
Gubson [2] stands as a unique literature reviewing the recent advance in multifunctional 
composites. He reviewed several structural and non-structural advancements toward 
multifunctional structures. 
Apart from the structural functionality, the most important functionality is probably 
electrical and thermal functionality. Very small concentrations of carbon Nanotubes or 
other conducting nanoreinforcements in polymers lead to disproportionately large 
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Figure 2.10 Electrical  conductivity  of  CNT/epoxy  nanocomposites  at  various  CNT 
concentrations [58] 
 
Queheillalt et al [59] developed and experimentally investigated the performance of 
multifunctional sandwich panel combining efficient structural load support and thermal 
management characteristics. They used truncated, square honeycomb sandwich structure. 
Effective heat transport is achieved by multifunctionally utilizing the core as a heat pipe 
sandwich panel and deionized water as working fluid. A thermodynamic model was used 
to guide the design of the heat pipe sandwich panel. 
Vaidya et al [60] reported the dynamic behavior of a multifunctional sandwich 
composite where the core is designed to incorporate functions such as sound/vibration 
damping and ability to route wires or embed sensors. The multifunctional sandwich 
composite had number of curved core piles in the z-direction which are woven to the 
facesheets at top and bottom. They investigated low velocity impact response and failure 
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modes of 3-D sandwich composites with hollow core and polyurethane (PUR) foam filled 
core. The mode of failure for the unfoamed specimens was primarily the buckling of the 
core piles and the rupture of the facesheets, while for the foamed specimens, the foam 
core crushing along with the core piles failure were the primary modes of failure. 
Researchers also investigated the potential to realize multifunctionality in the cellular 
foam used in sandwich structures [57, 61]. 
 
 
Figure 2.11 Cross-section of fully assembled flat heat pipe sandwich panel [59] 
 
Roper [62] developed a model to study a micro-architected multifunctional sandwich 
structure as heat pipe with a micro-scale truss core and arterial wick. Optimization was 
performed on the objective function formulated for density, compressive modulus, 
compressive strength, and maximum heat flux. The trade-offs between density, 
compressive stiffness, compressive strength, and maximum heat flux in the design of 
multifunctional sandwich panel were investigated heat pipes with micro-scale truss cores. 
For optimal designs density is found to increase with increasing modulus, strength, and 
maximum heat flux. Optimal performance is found to vary widely with both working 
fluid and core material selection. 
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Keller et al [63] reported an exploratory study on the feasibility of encapsulating PV-
cells into the transparent skins of multifunctional lightweight sandwich structures for 
application in building construction. The sandwiches were composed of glass FRP 
(GFRP) skins and polyurethane (PU) foam cores with two types of embedded PV-cell. 
They [63] assessed two issues: maintaining the structural integrity during heating of the 
structure caused by the PV-cells and ensuring the correct operation of the cells during 
loading of the structure. 
Adames et al [64] proposed multi-functional sandwich composites to integrate separate 
objectives of radiation shielding, structural integrity, damage tolerance, thermal 
insulation, and debris/micrometeoroid shielding into a viable structural design for 
spacecraft applications. Hydrogen-rich polymeric materials were chosen for radiation 
shielding. Based on radiation shielding simulation prototype sandwich configurations 
were manufactured that featured transverse reinforcements for damage tolerance and an 
internal self-healing membrane was employed. Their results showed promise of using 
those sandwich structures to maximize the efficiency of advanced material usage in 
structural spacecraft applications. 
  
Figure 2.12 (Left) Temperature increase below cells due to heat production of cells and 




Furthermore, Rion et al [65] worked on the encapsulation of photovoltaic (PV)-cells 
into the skins of ultra-lightweight sandwiches for airplane structures. Ultra-light 
multifunctional structures can enable reducing weight and energy consumption in 
applications like solar cars, solar planes or satellites. They developed composite 
sandwich structures with a weight of 800 g/m2 with facesheets being carbon fiber-
reinforced plastic (CFRP) on one side and mono-crystalline silicon solar cells on the 
other aided with thin stress transfer ribbons between the cells and honeycomb core. They 
studied the strength of the solar cells under bending and tensile loads and the influence of 
sandwich processing on their failure statistics. The results of these asymmetric sandwich 
structures showed balanced mechanical strength confirming the potential of this concept 




Figure 2.13 (Left) Schematic lay-up of the sandwich structure with two solar cells as 
skin and (right) Curved prototype sandwich modules with 4 (top) and 8 (bottom) 






According to The Alternative Energy eMagazine, the BAE Systems, claims to have 
developed “the most radical method of storing electricity since the invention of the 
battery!” The structural battery, BAE declares, represents a technological breakthrough 
that could lead to a redesign of all electrical technology, bringing with it major 
environmental benefits. In their technology, the carbon-fiber has been used in battery and 
the same material performs as structural material providing low weight and high strength.  
Recently, the research group of Greenhalgh [66, 67] in collaboration with Volvo 
developed a structural component based on carbon fiber that has power storage capacity 
as well. Their material system is made of two layers of flexible woven carbon fiber (the 
electrodes) separating them with an insulating layer of glass fiber and infusing the whole 
sheet with a resin to give a hard structural material. 
2.4 Summary 
 
This chapter summarizes the several aspects of the research in the area of  
1) Sandwich composite structures, 
2) Bioinspired design, and 
3) Multifunctional materials.  
The present dissertation aims at developing bioinspired sandwich structure for marine 
applications with multiple functionality namely, mechanical and electrical and to 
establish the principles in developing such a material system. The understanding of 
mechanics principles of the behavior of palmetto wood have been used to develop 





Chapter 3 Multiscale Mechanical Characterization of 
Palmetto Wood, a Hierarchically Structured Natural 
Composite as Template for Bioinspiration 
 
Palmetto wood has been found useful in the Protective structures used in the Civil and 
Revolutionary war. Its damage resistance and sustainability to the impact of canon shots 
has demonstrated its potential as a bio-inspiration to develop engineered composites with 
enhanced mechanical properties. Following the multiscale structural characterization of 
the Palmetto wood, a multiscale experimental methodology has been developed to 
characterize its failure mechanisms and load transfer mechanics at multiple length scales. 
The Palmetto wood had been characterized under quasi-static and dynamic loads in three-
point bend configuration to elucidate its mechanical behavior. The damage evolution 
associated with the loading rate has been characterized. Motivated by the graded 
distribution of macrofibers in the porous cellulose matrix, the role of macrofiber 
concentration in its mechanical behavior and damage evolution has been investigated. A 
damage model has been developed to decouple the plastic and elastic strain of the 
deformation under quasi-static and dynamic loading and quantify the damage parameters 
and damage evolution in the specimen. 
This chapter reports the multiscale characterization technique and the failure mechanisms 
in Palmetto wood at multiple length scales. The following findings are detailed in this 
chapter. First, the load transfer mechanism and the role of macrofiber in load transfer at 
multiple length scales. The failure mechanisms of the Palmetto wood associated with 
three-point bend loading. The transition of macro-scale mechanical behavior associated 
with the microscale load transfer mechanism. Secondly, the role of macrofiber volume 
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fraction in the mechanical behavior of the Palmetto wood has been elucidated. Finally, a 
damage model has been developed to study the effect of loading rate and macrofiber 
volume fraction in the damage evolution in Palmetto wood under quasi-static and 
dynamic load. 
3.1 Motivation and Challenges 
 
The Palmetto wood had been successfully used in the protective structures in the Civil 
and Revolutionary war and sustained the impacts of the canon bullets [68]. Motivated by 
the historical benefit of using Palmetto wood, it has been assumed to be a potential 
biological inspiration to develop engineered materials with enhanced material properties. 
In nature the biological materials organize the simple building blocks in hierarchical 
order at various length scales to achieve enhanced properties. One such material, the 
Palmetto wood has the hierarchical structure and enhanced mechanical properties and has 
been considered for elucidation as a potential bio-inspiration. 
While the multiscale structural characterization of Palmetto wood reveals its 
hierarchical structure across multiple length scale, a better understanding of its load 
transfer and failure mechanisms is required to utilize the principles of its behavior in 
developing engineered materials. The challenges in this goal are to characterize the 
microscale mechanical behavior and relate to the global behavior at macro-scale. 
3.2 Experimental Technique for Mechanical Characterization 
 
An experimental methodology has been developed to characterize the mechanical 
behavior of the Palmetto wood at multiple length scales based on optical characterization 
of the deformation. The Palmetto wood specimens under study have been deformed 
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under quasi-static and dynamic load in three-point bend configuration and the mechanical 
properties have been quantified. 
3.2.1 Experiment - Deformation of Specimen 
 
The motivation of choosing three-point bend test as a characterization technique lies in 
the versatility of the stress state in the specimen due to the presence of both compressive 
and tensile axial strains, as well as shear strain, in the specimen. Three-point bend 
specimens (10 cm x 9 mm x 9 mm) were prepared from a harvested palmetto tree for the 
present study with a volume fraction of macrofibers of 12%. Tests were performed in an 
Imada model MX 500 load frame with a Z2H-440 2 kN load cell that has a load 
resolution of 0.1 kg. The load on the specimen was obtained using the load cell attached 
to the base of the three-point bend test fixture, while vertical displacement of the load 
point was determined using a dial caliper attached to the load cell with a displacement 
resolution of 10 microns. Supports for the three-point bend test fixture were 62.5 mm 
apart, and the specimen was loaded in two different optical configurations: (1) around the 
center of the specimen for macro-scale tests, and (2) near the central loading point of the 
specimen for microscale tests. FL2-14S3C Point Grey high speed camera was used to 
capture the images of specimen under test. The specimen surface was illuminated by MI-
150 high intensity fiber optic illuminator from Edmund Industrial Optics. The specimen 
under quasi-static bend and its failure under three-point bend test are shown in Figure 3.1. 
The specimen was loaded with the fibers oriented transverse to the loading direction. The 
specimens were prepared from the same trunk of the Palmetto tree and polished for 
imaging by fine sand paper. The quasi-static bending was performed under displacement 
control at a macro-scale flexural strain rate 1.6 x 10-4/sec.  
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The methodology of multiscale characterization technique is demonstrated in Figure 
3.2 [69]. Several experiments  were  performed  sequentially  and  repeatedly  on 
different  samples  at  several  magnifications  in  order  to reliably  measure  
deformations  at  multiple  length  scales. The fields of view at multiple length scales are 
shown in Figure 3.2.  As depicted in the Figure, images were captured at several 
magnifications with the aid of optical lens to capture the deformation at the associated 
length scale. In the images, M and F indicate porous cellulose matrix and macrofiber, 
respectively, while the interface between the macrofiber and porous cellulose matrix is 
denoted by a dashed line. As mentioned earlier, the tests were performed on different 
specimens and the images only show the relative magnifications at which the deformation 
measurements were performed. 
A 12.6 gm cylindrical projectile (velocity ~ 30 m/s) with 50.26 mm2 circular impact 
area is shot to the specimen that is simply-supported (support-span 74 mm) at the ends. 
The specimen size is approximately 10 cm x 16 mm x 16 mm with fibers aligned 
perpendicular to the shooting direction. The projectile is ejected through a barrel by 
pressurized air and a laser-trigger mounted on the barrel projectile synchronizes 
oscilloscope and digital camera to capture output voltage from load-cell and images, 
respectively. A 1000 lb load cell (DLC 101-k, Omega) attached within a support of the 
specimen is used to capture the load applied on the specimen. The experimental set up for 
the low velocity impact test and circuitry are shown in Figure 3.3. High-speed digital 
camera (Phantom v12) has been used to capture instantaneous images of specimen (top 
view) during the dynamic deformation. The specimen is illuminated by two Vision 
Research Northstar lights (250W each). However, for the high speed camera, there is a 
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trade off between the magnification level/resolution and the frame per second (fps) to 
capture the images and this gives rise to a limitation to apply the multiscale measurement 
methodology established in the context of characterization under quasi-static deformation 
[69] on the dynamic deformation measurement. The specimens were prepared by cutting 




Figure 3.1 Three-point bend test set up to characterize the deformation of Palmetto 
wood, and Images of deformed Palmetto wood in three-point bending. 
 
Figure 3.2 Fields of view at several magnifications demonstrating the multiscale 
deformation measurement methodology where the interface is denoted by a dashed 
line and the matrix and macrofiber by M and F, respectively [69]. 
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3.2.2 Deformation Measurement 
 
Due to its heterogeneous structure at multiple length scales, an advanced technique, 
namely, Digital Image Correlation (DIC) was chosen for full-field deformation 
measurements under mechanical loading [2]. The principle of DIC is to use undeformed 
and deformed images of a specimen to calculate the displacement and strain experienced 
by the specimen. The DIC method has been widely accepted and has grown its potential 
to be used in almost all the areas of engineering. Details of the DIC technique and its 
advancement and applications can be obtained from several review articles [71, 72]. DIC 
technique being length scale independent, has been successfully used at the macro to 
nano length scale and several time scale measurements with the use of appropriate 
camera and speckle pattern on the surface [73, 74, 75]. Lord et al [76] reviewed the 
experimental techniques for miniaturized testing for strength and strain measurement 
techniques and detailed the evolution and strengths of DIC method. DIC has been very 
successful to capture spatially inhomogeneous deformation fields. This potential has been 
applied in several material systems that include biological tissues [77, 78], particulate 
composite [79, 80], concrete [81], polymeric foam [82], binary aluminum alloy [83], 
closed-cell aluminum alloy foam [84], porous solid [85], glassy polymer [86] etc. 
Recently, Pan el al [87] used DIC for deformation measurement at high temperature. DIC 
has proved its potential as a rigorous optical measurement technique not only strain 
measurements multiple length scale, also other related properties like coefficient of 
thermal expansion [88], frictional properties [89], cohesive fracture properties [90], 
crack-resistance curve of polymer-matrix composite [91], constitutive model under 
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buckling [92] etc. Several dynamic characterizations have been performed using the DIC 
like dynamic buckling [93], high strain rate effects in unidirectional composites [94].  
For the present application, the natural texture of wood being sufficient as speckle 
pattern for the image correlation waives off the need to apply any speckle pattern. 
However, for some specimens the texture was not sufficient so grid spots were applied to 
obtain a pattern for DIC. Commercially available software Vic-2D from Correlation 
Solutions Inc. (Columbia, SC) was used for DIC. Based on the surface texture and 
features, DIC parameters were optimally chosen to obtain accurate deformation fields. In 
all the correlations square subset has been used and correlation was possible on the 
images up to damage initiation. In addition to the DIC analysis performed on the images 
captured in real time, the projectile could be tracked through the Phantom software to 










Figure 3.3 (a) Low velocity impact  test set-up in three-point bend configuration and (b) circuitry 
 
3.3 Experimental Results 
 
This section discusses results obtained by deformation measurement of Palmetto wood 
under three-point quasi-static and dynamic bending at multiple length scales. Strain 
measurement by DIC was performed at several length scales to elucidate the role of 
hierarchical structure in Palmetto wood in its macro-scale mechanical behavior. The 
multiscale characterization helped to map the macro-scale behavior from the microscale 
deformation and to understand the load transfer mechanism through the stronger 
macrofiber reinforced in porous cellulose matrix. The understanding of the mechanical 
behavior and the role of macrofiber would be utilized in developing the engineered 
sandwich composite structures. 
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3.3.1 Characterization under Quasi-static Load 
 
The quasi-static bending experiments revealed the load transfer mechanisms and the 
role of macrofiber in load transfer. Whereas the macroscopic measurements help to 
determine the bulk behavior of the Palmetto wood, the mechanics of the hierarchical 
structure can only be elucidated by the microscale measurements. Based on the 
experimental observation failure mechanisms have been identified. This section details 
the experimental results of the quasi-static three-point bend tests. 
3.3.1.1 Deformation measurement at macro-scale 
 
Representative flexural stress-strain response of the Palmetto wood specimen in three-
point bending and the fit of a Weibull distribution for the failure response of a bundle of 
fibers are depicted in Figure 3.4 [69]. The flexural stress, flexural strain and strain energy 
for a specimen with cross-section 9.5 mm x 9.5 mm and support span of 62.5 mm are 












ε =  3.1 
 
where P  is the applied load, L  is the support span, b  is specimen thickness, h  is 
specimen height, and δ  is the deflection. For these specimen dimensions, the cross-
sectional area is nearly 400 times the cross-sectional area of an individual macrofiber, so 
the global behavior can be considered to be macroscopic. The bulk flexural modulus of 
this representative specimen was determined to be approximately 500 MPa, and the 
specimen started to loose load bearing capacity at around 4% elongation with a 
corresponding nominal stress of about 10 MPa.  
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where 0ε  and β  are the Weibull parameters and E  is elastic modulus. It has been seen 
that the flexural behavior of the Palmetto wood can be described by the Weibull fit [68]. 
The Weibull parameters are chosen as 05.00 =ε , 5.1=β  with elastic modulus ( )E  as 
500 MPa [69]. The strain energy up to the failure initiation has been determined to be 3.0 
J/cm2. 
 
Figure 3.4 Representative quasi-static macroscopic flexural stress strain 
response for Palmetto wood with a Weibull fit indicating that the failure 
response conforms to a Weibull distribution 
 
Experiments were performed with several specimens prepared from similar location of 
the Palmetto trunk. Due to the moisture content and complex structure of the Palmetto 
wood due to orientation and macrofiber variation, marginal variation was found in the 
values of modulus, however the scatter for several specimens was marginal and the 
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qualitative deformation behavior was similar for the specimens. Deviation of around 5% 
in flexural modulus has been seen from the results of several specimens. 
Representative displacement and strain fields obtained using DIC at the macroscale can 
be seen in Figure 3.5 before the onset of failure corresponding to point A in Figure 3.4. 
As can be noted from the figure, the specimen can bear a fair amount of load after failure 
initiation and does not exhibit catastrophic failure, which is preferred for engineering 
applications where energy absorption is important. As discussed in the earlier study, 
fiber-bridging is the primary mechanism for Palmetto wood to carry load post-failure 
[68]. The displacement field is symmetric with respective to the loading point indicating 
that at the macroscopic scale, the behavior of the wood appears to be homogeneous. The 
strain field corresponds to the point A, as indicated in the flexural stress-strain response 
of the specimen. However, the macroscale strain fields reveal a slight asymmetry with 
respect to the loading point that may arise due to inhomogeneity from the macrofiber 
distribution in the wood along the specimen length. 
 
Figure 3.5 Macroscopic (left) displacement (pixels) and (right) strain fields in 
Palmetto wood obtained under three-point bending before the onset of failure. 
The fields evidence macroscopically homogeneous behavior of the material. The 
load level corresponds to point A of Figure 3.4 
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The bending response of the specimen was evaluated through the classical beam 
bending theory for homogeneous isotropic material. The vertical displacement along the 
length of the specimen is extracted from the DIC analysis as shown in Figure 3.6. The 
displacement field appears to be similar to that in three-point bending of homogeneous 
isotropic material. A quadratic fit to the displacement is used to obtain the flexural strain. 
The flexural strain is calculated by the beam bending formula of homogeneous isotropic 
material. The strain was determined to be 0.007, which matches well with the axial strain 
of 0.006 directly obtained from the DIC displacement field in the tensile region of the 
specimen. Thus, it can be concluded that at this length scale, the behavior of the 
specimens is primarily homogeneous, although there can be some slight asymmetry in the 







Figure 3.6 (a) Vertical displacement field of the Palmetto wood specimen under 
quasi-static three-point bend test that resembles typical displacement field in 
three-point bending for homogeneous isotropic material, and (b) vertical 
displacement of the specimen along the line (shown in (a)) and quadratic fit 
used to calculate the strain from beam bending theory 
 
3.3.1.2 Deformation measurement at microscale within elastic regime 
 
Since Palmetto wood is a hierarchically structured material over several length scales, 
images were taken at multiple magnifications to elucidate on the roles of the porous 
cellulose matrix and embedded fibers in the failure process. Images were captured at 
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magnifications that were 10X higher than the macroscale to better quantify the 
mechanical behavior of the Palmetto wood at what is considered to be the intermediate 
microscale. 
Spatially cyclic strain distribution along the depth consistent with the fiber distribution 
start to become evident at this magnification (Figure 3.7) and high shear strain between 
fibers can be more easily discerned as shown in Figure 3.7(a). The images are captured at 
a loading corresponding to a flexural stress of 1.4 MPa and flexural strain of 0.2 % that 
are well below the failure initiation and at the compressive side of the specimen 
approximately 2 mm from the central support at the bottom side of the specimen. The 
strain field is consistent with a highly inhomogeneous material response, with localized 
strain that can lead to fiber-matrix debonding or matrix failure. Furthermore, there is 
significant localization of normal strain in between the fibers within the matrix that could 
potential lead to pore collapse. Images were also captured on the tensile side (i.e., top 
side of the specimen) at a distance of approximately 5 mm from the center support to 
elucidate on the strain distribution. However, the strain analysis of the tensile side of the 
specimen revealed that the strain distribution at the macrofiber-matrix interface remains 
the same as was observed in the compression side at microscale, as shown in Figure 
3.7(b). High shear strain is noted at the macrofiber-matrix interface and the strains vary 
cyclically with the distribution of the macrofiber and cellulose matrix. There is a minor 
difference between the strain distributions in the tensile and compressive regions which 
might be due to some variability of the macrofiber distribution over the Palmetto wood. 
Nevertheless, the basic microstructural response is found to be similar. With this, the high 
shear strain at the macrofiber-matrix interface and similarity in strain distribution is 
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established irrespective of the global deformation state in either the tensile or 
compressive region of the specimen. 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.7 Strain contours and strain distribution along depth in (left) compression 
side and, (right) tensile side of Palmetto wood during three-point bending at 
intermediate microscale magnification exhibiting more inhomogeneous shear strain 
distribution consistent with the porous microstructure of the matrix 
 
Microscale strain measurements (shown in Figure 3.8) at a higher magnification, 
indicated substantially higher strain at the matrix-macrofiber interface than within the 
macrofiber, which was one order of magnitude less due to the  rigidity of the fiber. The 
strain fields are shown for a flexural stress of approximately 2.1 MPa and globally 0.3% 
flexural strain, which is in the elastic regime. The displacement field in the specimen, the 
vertical displacement profile and strain distributions are shown in Figure 3.8(a) and (b). 
The bending appears similar to a classical bending of a stiff fiber in a compliant matrix, 
however with asymmetry along the fiber. The asymmetry might occur due to 
inhomogeneity in matrix-stiffness. The curvature of the macrofiber in local bending at the 
microscale is used to calculate microscale strain level, and is consistent with the axial 
strain of 0.003 measured from the microscale DIC displacement fields. The curvature of 
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the specimen at macroscale and that of the macrofiber at the microscale are found to be 
approximately similar at equivalent macroscale flexural strain level, which is 
approximately 0.001 mm-1. Thus, the flexural response translates from the macroscale to 
the microscale through the mechanical behavior of the macrofiber rather than through the 
porous cellulose matrix. However, a positive transverse strain occurs in the fiber that 
might result from the debonding of microfibers within the macrofiber due to local 






Figure 3.8  (a) Local bending of macro-fiber (b) Strain fields in Palmetto wood at 





High interfacial shear strain makes the material prone to debonding. The strain fields in 
the fiber were more homogeneous and much less significant. This is not unexpected, 
since the mechanical properties of the macrofiber are significantly greater than those of 
the porous cellulose matrix, and therefore the response is nearly rigid. To better elucidate 
the interfacial strain distribution, images were captured at 20X magnification. The stain 
fields in Figure 3.9 help to understand the difference in strain level in macrofiber and 
matrix. The strain fields indicate high shear strain at the macrofiber-matrix interface and 
the normal strains are found to be much higher in the matrix. However, the interfacial 
mechanics was found to be the same as at the lower magnification, with high interfacial 
shear and pore collapse in the matrix. 
 
 
Figure 3.9 Strains measured 200 µm into matrix at microscale indicating concentration 
of shear strains very close (~0.25df) to the fiber-matrix interface with associated pore 







3.3.1.3 Deformation measurement at microscale within failure regime 
 
To understand failure initiation, the strain fields were evaluated from the images 
captured slightly after the maximum stress level (Figure 3.10). The global flexural stress 
strain behavior obtained from homogeneous isotropic assumption has been depicted 
earlier. Comparing the strain fields obtained at the microscale and with observations of 
failure initiation in the images (Figure 3.10 (a) and (b)), it would appear that crack 
initiation within the cellulose matrix is dominated by shear strain. The strain fields in the 
pre-failure image can be used to predict the failure initiation. The images correspond to a 
global flexural stress of 11 MPa and flexural strain of 3%. As can be noted from the 
strain fields, the shear strain at the failure initiation site is much higher (6%) compared to 




















Figure 3.10 (a) Strain fields in the Palmetto wood specimen under quasi-static three-point 
bend before failure initiation and (b) failure initiation in the by shear cracking in the 
cellulose matrix after a macro-scale flexural strain increment, ∆ε, of 0.001. The failure 
initiation corresponds to the high shear strain site 
 
The process of shear cracking in the matrix was evaluated at the highest magnification 
level of 20X from the macro length scale. While debonding takes place in the matrix-
fiber interface due to shear strain, compressive failure at micro-scale level is noted 
(Figure 3.11) due to crushing of the matrix. At lower global strain levels, the matrix 
undergoes local crushing indicated by localized compressive strain and shear cracking. 
However, as the strain increases the pores collapse and coalesce together, giving rise to a 
shear crack. The evolution of the shear cracking is also shown in Figure 3.11. 
As can be noted from the figure, the compressive failure grows faster than the tensile 
failure site leading to a macro-crack. Also, it is noted that higher compressive strain is 
accumulated faster as compared to the shear strain (indicated by second strain contours in 
Figure 3.11), where compressive strain reaches 0.09% while shear strain is approximately 
0.06%. The compressive strain was also evidenced to some extent in larger length scale 
deformation measurement as shown in Figure 3.9. The collapse of the porous matrix 
reduces the compressive load and generates potential sites for the initiation of shear 
cracks as the global strain increases. Hence, it is believed that the pore collapse 
mechanism leads to the shear accumulation. Furthermore, it is most likely the mechanism 






by which the flexural response can translate uniformly from the macro-scale to the 
microscale in the macro-fiber, as was previously discussed. 
To map the microscopic to the macroscopic behavior of the Palmetto wood, the strains 
at each length scale were compared. The evolution of microscale local strains obtained by 
DIC from the 10X magnification images captured on the tensile and compressive side of 
the specimen are tracked over the quasi-static bending process with respect to the 
macroscale flexural strain is depicted in Figure 3.12. The strains are extracted at the 
points encircled in Figure 3.12 (a), (b) for tensile and compressive region of the 
specimen. The load levels correspond to points A, B and C in Figure 3.12 (c).  The 
microscale strains are found to steadily increase with the macroscale flexural strain. The 
microscale transverse and shear strain increased at rates similar to the macroscale flexural 
strain after failure, and faster than the microscale axial strain, which was approximately 
half the rate of the macroscale flexural strain. Therefore, the faster increase of the 
transverse and shear strains is consistent with their dominance in failure initiation. 
Furthermore, the accumulation of the microscale transverse strain is nearly identical in 
the compressive and tensile regions. Since this strain is compressive, it is responsible for 
the pore collapse mechanism and indicates that it is independent of the global bending 
state, most likely due to the local macrofiber bending previously characterized in Figure 
3.8. 
The macroscopic shear strain before failure initiation has been measured to be 
approximately 2% at the failure initiation site (Figure 3.5). However, microscale pre-
failure shear strain (in pore collapse) is determined to be as high as 4.5% (Figure 3.11). 
This is plausible for the hierarchical and inhomogeneous structure of the material at 
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multiple length scales. A significant accumulation of strain at the microscale is required 
to initiate macroscopic failure. Hence, the macroscopic stress is limited by the level of the 
microscale strain. Due to the compliance of the cellulose matrix, the micro-scale strain is 
not transferred to the higher length scale. The collapse of the cellulose matrix helps it to 
“absorb” strain locally and redistribute it to impede the initiation of failure. As discussed 
earlier, the porous media is weaker as opposed to the fiber material and does not transfer 
strain completely to fiber. The matrix material absorbs the strain, requiring higher strain 
levels for macroscopic failure to initiate even though microscale failure may initiate 




































Figure 3.11  Evolution of shear cracking in cellulose material. The pores collapse (a) and 
coalesce together (b) and accumulate shear strain (c) leading to macro crack (d). The pore 
collapse mechanism helps for load absorption. The images correspond approximately to 


























Figure 3.12 Intermediate microscale shear strain field of interfiber matrix in (a) 
tensile and (b) compressive regions of the specimen, (c) macroscopic stress-
strain response, and (d) the evolution of the microscale strains with macro-scale 
flexural strain (right side) in the tensile (solid line) and compressive (dashed 
line) regions. The strains were extracted at the encircled points in (a) and (b). 
The state of deformation corresponding to the points A, B, C and D are shown 
in the stress-strain response (d). 1:1 correspondence between the magnitudes of 







3.3.2 Characterization under Low Velocity Impact 
3.3.2.1 Flexural stress-strain response under low velocity impact 
 
Low velocity impact tests (strain rate of up to 100 s-1) are performed on the Palmetto 
wood specimens to characterize the dynamic behavior. By the nano-mechanical 
characterization [68], it was found that the Palmetto wood has a radially graded 
distribution of macrofiber over the cross-section. To understand the effect of macrofiber 
volume fraction, the specimens were prepared from several radial positions of a harvested 
Palmetto tree as shown in Figure 3.13 and the specimen dimensions were taken large 
enough compared to the characteristic dimension of constituents (macrofiber diameter). 




Figure 3.13 Specimens prepared from several radial location of Palmetto wood 
stem. The specimen prepared from outer region had a higher macrofiber (MF) 
volume fraction of 20%, whereas that from the inner portion had a lower MF 






In order to obtain the flexural strain from low velocity impact tests, the total 
displacement of the projectile over time was evaluated from the load cell response 
obtained from the support through the inertial effects on the acceleration of the projectile. 
To obtain the total displacement, the acceleration obtained through the equation of 
motion ( )projF m a=  was integrated assuming equilibrium between the projectile and 
specimen, which was found to be reasonable at the time scales associated with the low 
velocity impact event for these specimens. Thus, the obtained velocity and displacement 




Figure 3.14  Correlation of (Top) velocity and (bottom) displacement obtained 
from load cell response and optical measurement by high speed imaging 
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Flexural stress-strain response of Palmetto wood under low velocity impact is depicted 
in Figure 3.15 and compared to that under quasi-static bending. The flexural stress, 
flexural strain and strain energy are calculated using the classical relations for three point 












ε =  3.3 
 
where P  is the applied load, L  is the support span, b  is specimen thickness, h  is 
specimen height, and 
f
δ  is the deflection at the central load. 
It was then observed that the bullet induced significant local indentation as well as 
bending deformation which varies with macrofiber concentration. To decouple the 
indentation effect, indentation tests were performed on the similar kind of Palmetto wood 
specimen by constraining the specimen to prevent from bending. Results for low velocity 
impact and quasi-static loading can be seen in Figure 3.16. The flexural deflection of the 
specimen,
f
δ , was then found by subtracting the local indentation depth, 
i
δ , from the 
total bullet displacement,
t
δ  (i.e., = −
f t i
δ δ δ ) at a given load, which could then be used 
to determine the flexural strain from Equation (3.3). 
In addition to isolating the flexural strain, it was possible to compare the energies 
associated with indentation versus bending. For the 20 vol. % macrofiber concentration, 
the dynamic indentation load is approximately 0.8 J, while the total energy absorbed by 
bending was 5 J, which is the remainder of the projectile energy. Thus, indentation 
absorbs about 16% of the projectile energy. For the 12 vol. % macrofiber concentration, 
only 0.35 J was absorbed while the total energy absorbed by bending was still 5 J. Thus, 
the indentation energy was only 7 % of the total 5 J, which was insufficient to stop the 
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projectile. Thus, the indentation energy was only half of that of the 20 vol. % 
macrofibers, which indicates that the macrofiber concentration can also play a critical 
role in the impact resistance of Palmetto wood through the indentation response. 
 
Figure 3.15  Flexural response of 12 and 20 vol. % macrofiber (MF) Palmetto 
wood specimens under low velocity (approximately 30 m/s) impact and quasi-
static three-point bending  with Weibull fits 
 
Figure 3.16 Comparison of low velocity impact and quasi-static indentation 





The flexural strain was also directly measured with lower time resolution from the 
high-speed images using the displacement fields determined by DIC. An example can be 
seen in Figure 3.17. The vertical displacement in the Palmetto specimen was captured at a 
strain level of around 2.7% as shown in Figure 3.17 (a). The vertical displacement and 
the cubic fit to the deflection are shown in Figure 3.17 (b). The flexural strain obtained 
from the curvature was around 0.027 that is similar to the value determined by DIC and 
the flexural response obtained from the load-cell.  The bending of the Palmetto wood 
under impact at macroscale conforms to that of a homogeneous isotropic material as was 
under quasi-static loading [69]. Since the strain obtained from DIC measurements was 
found to be consistent with those determined from the load cell, it provided additional 








Figure 3.17 (a) Transverse (vertical) displacement obtained from DIC of the 
Palmetto specimen under low velocity impact at a flexural strain level 0.027, 
and (b) displacements obtained along the dashed line and corresponding cubic 
fit. The strain determined using the curvature from the cubic fit also 
corresponds to a strain value of approximately 0.027. 
 
In order to assess the effects of strain rate and macrofiber concentration on the 
mechanical behavior of the Palmetto Wood, a Weibull-based damage model of the stress-
strain response for fiber-reinforced polymer composites was used [68, 69]. The Weibull 
model can be seen in Equation 3.2, and consists of the parameters 0ε , β  and the elastic 
modulus E , which were determined by fitting the stress-strain curves, as shown in Figure 
3.15. The parameters of Weibull fit for dynamic and quasi-static response of the 
specimens with 20 vol. % and 12 vol. % macrofiber concentrations are shown in Table 
3.1. From the Weibull fit, it can be seen that the impact of dynamic loading was to 
increase the modulus by approximately 200% independent of macrofiber concentration. 
The critical strain, εo, was also found to be reduced by 30-35% due to dynamic loading, 
while the evolution of damage described by β did not show substantial differences except 
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for impact on the 12 vol. % macrofiber specimen. Thus, the Weibull model would 
indicate that the greatest impact of dynamic loading is to increase stiffness and decrease 
the strain at which damage begins to evolve. Since the stiffness increases more rapidly 
than the strain decreases, the end result is a stronger material response. These results are 
consistent with the fact that quasi-static bending is a slow process (strain rates of 10-
4/sec), which gives the macrofiber and the porous cellulose matrix more time to 
elastically deform in order to minimize local strain energy resulting in lower stiffness and 
a higher strain level before damage occurs. In contract, the time scales associated with 
low velocity impact are orders of magnitude shorter (strain rates of 100/sec), so there is 
not enough time to minimize the local elastic energy state leading to higher stiffness and 
a lower strain level for damage initiation. 
3.3.2.2 Failure modes under impact 
 
From observation of the failed specimens, it was evident that there was a local crushing 
due to indentation and a global fiber debonding due to bending that are competing 
damage mechanisms (Figure 3.18).  From the pure indentation response reported in 
Figure 3.16, it was noted that the dynamic indentation load is significantly higher. Also, 
the energy absorbed by the local indentation process is significantly larger (almost 200%) 






Figure 3.18 Post-failure specimens after macrofiber-interface debonding 
leading to rupture (right side) and local indentation by projectile (left side) that 
absorbs all the kinetic energy of the projectile. The transformation of failure 
mode is attributed to macrofiber concentration in the Palmetto wood. 
 
The variation in energy during indentation was found to depend on the macrofiber and 
porous cellulose distribution. Comparing the flexural stress-strain curves with the pure 
indentation loading results, specimens with higher macrofiber volume fraction (20 vol. 
%) were found to have a much lower indentation resistance relative to flexure, which 
increases the probability of indentation failure. On the other hand, specimens with lower 
(12 vol. %) macrofiber volume fraction had much higher indentation resistance relative to 
flexure, which increased their probability of flexural failure. In the latter case, most of the 
impact energy would contribute to global bending of the specimen leading to global 
damage in the specimen, which is consistent with the observation depicted in Figure 3.18. 
 
The volume fraction macrofiber was previously reported to gradually decrease along 
the radial direction towards the center of the wood stem from the high of 20 vol. % to a 
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low of 12 vol. % [68]. As can be seen from the reported dynamic mechanical behavior of 
specimens with different macrofiber concentration, the macrofiber distribution will be the 
key parameter in controlling the impact resistance of the bulk material. By increasing the 
macrofiber concentration, the dominant failure mechanism can be transformed from 
macrofiber debonding due to bending to pore collapse from indentation. This explains 
why the macrofiber concentration gradually decreases radially towards the center of the 
wood stem, since the outer portion of the wood has higher indentation resistance while 
the inner portion is more susceptible to bending failure, which increases the energy 
absorbed by both mechanisms in order to increase impact resistance. As evaluated in the 
multiscale characterization of Palmetto wood [69], the strain is highly inhomogeneous at 
lower length scales due to the difference of mechanical properties of the macrofiber and 
porous cellular matrix. Hence, the energy absorption is spatially inhomogeneous and 
leads to a conclusion that local stress-strain curve can not represent the global behavior in 
terms of strain energy absorption due to the localization of the energy absorption 
mechanisms. 
The strain fields at the initiation of failure in the Palmetto wood specimen under 
dynamic load is evaluated by DIC of the images captured at higher magnification (around 
10X) as depicted in Figure 3.19. The subset size and strain filter used for this correlation 
to obtain the deformation field were 51 x 51 pixel2 and 15 pixels, respectively. The 
failure initiation is found to occur under high shear and compressive axial strain. 
However, the failure modes found by the tests with several specimens will be details in 
next section. As revealed by the DIC, the damage initiation site occurs due to high shear, 
as well as transverse compressive load. However, the DIC shear strain is much higher 
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(7%) than the compressive strains (4%), which indicated a higher localized shear 
resistance relative to compression and thus a propensity for pore collapse followed by 
shear failure of the macrofibers due to indentation. 
 
Figure 3.19 Images of deformed Palmetto wood under low velocity impact at a 
magnification of 10X. The local indentation failure consists of compressive 
axial strain associated with crushing of the porous cellulose matrix followed 
by higher levels of shear strain associated with shear cracking of the 
macrofibers and matrix. 
 
3.3.3 Damage Evolution under Quasi-static and Dynamic Loading 
 
The macroscale damage evolution of the Palmetto wood has been quantified under low 
velocity impact and compared to that under quasi-static bending.  To obtain the damage 
evolution, same specimen was subjected to several impacts until it lost all its strength. 
The scalar damage is defined by 01 EED −=  and is determined experimentally by 
measuring the reduction of the modulus with strain. The following expression for the 
evolution of damage with total flexural strain based on strain energy conservation was 
then fit to the experimental measurements [Figure 3.15], 
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( )( )lim 1 exp = − − − dD D A ε ε  3.4 
 
In this expression, Dlim represents the limiting amount of damage that can occur, εd is 
the strain at which damage initiates, and A is an acceleration factor that describes the 
evolution of damage with strain. Results from fitting the curves to the experimentally 
determined damage can be seen in Figure 3.20. 
Using Equation (3.4), it was possible to study the effect of the macrofiber volume 
fraction and loading rate on the damage accumulation. The constants that were 
determined from Figure 3.20(a) can be seen in Table 3.1. The acceleration factor and 
limiting amount of damage did not appear to be affected substantially by loading rate or 
macrofiber concentration. However, the strain at which damage begins to accumulate did 
decrease by 15 – 30 %, which was similar to what was observed with the Weibull model 
fit. 
In addition to the damage that accumulates with flexural strain, the mechanism of 
plasticity due to pore collapse must also be accounted for. Therefore, the plastic flexural 
strain, εp, was related to the total flexural strain through a form of the conventional power 
law hardening relationship as follows,  
( )( )[ ]p





where εy is the yield strain and p and B are related to the power law hardening exponent 
and coefficient, respectively. The plastic strain could be determined experimentally by 
measuring the permanently deformed shape of the specimen. The evolution of 
macroscopic plastic strain with respect to the total strain could then be determined and 
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Equation (3.5) fit to the data. The resulting fits can be seen in Figure 3.20(b), and the 
constants determined from the fit can be seen in Table 3.1. 
From the constants that were determined, it can be seen that the hardening exponent 
does not appear to vary with macrofiber concentration and loading rate. Instead, the 
hardening coefficient appears to increase by approximately 50% as the loading rate 
increases. The yield strain also substantially decreases by 40-50% as the loading rate 
increase, but does not vary as substantially with macrofiber concentration. This would 
tend to be consistent with the previous comment on the time required for the local strain 
energy level to reach a critical level that result in a strain rate dependency for the pore 











Figure 3.20 (a) Damage evolution with total flexural strain, (b) evolution of plastic 
flexural strain with total flexural strain, (c) Flexural stress-strain curves with new model 
fit, (d) evolution of plastic flexural strain with damage, and (e) evolution of elastic 
flexural strain with total flexural strain for Palmetto wood of 12 and 20 vol. % 
macrofibers (MF) under quasi-static and low velocity impact three-point bending. 
 
 
In order to better understand the observed dependency of the plastic deformation on 
strain rate, Equations (3.4) and (3.5) were combined to determine the constitutive 
response of the Palmetto wood as follows, 
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( ) ( )pDE εεσ −−=
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The resulting fits to the experimental data can be seen in Figure 3.20(c). The 
undamaged moduli that were determined from these fits can be seen in Table 3.1. It was 
previously determined that for quasi-static loading these values increased with macrofiber 
concentration according to the rule-of-mixtures. As the loading rate increases, these 
values increase substantially by approximately 300%, a higher increase than was 
observed with the Weibull model fit. The sensitivity of these values to loading rate is 
similar to that observed in polymeric materials. Given the fibrous nature of Palmetto 
wood, it is natural to assume that the dependency is related to the viscoelastic behavior of 
the material. Thus, the moduli could be associated with the rubbery and glassy response 
of the Palmetto wood at low and high loading rates respectively. 
The increasing stiffness of the Palmetto wood with loading rate also provides insight 
into the variation of the plastic deformation response of the Palmetto wood with loading 
rate. As the Palmetto wood stiffens, the associated stress increases substantially with 
decreasing strain. Thus, the critical loads at which plastic strain initiates occur at much 
lower strain levels. Using the yield strain and the elastic modulus, the corresponding 
yield stress can be determined. It can be seen that the yield stress will increase from 8.3 
MPa to 18.0 MPa, an increase of 116%, as the loading rate increases for 12 vol. % 
macrofibers and from 15.6 MPa to 28.7 MPa, an increase of 84%, as the loading rate 
increases for 20 vol. % macrofibers. Thus, pore collapse occurs at approximately 100% 
higher stress levels with increasing loading rate, and approximately 70% higher stress 
levels with increasing macrofiber concentration, which is reasonable given the nature of 
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this mechanism.  Thus, the observed plastic deformation response of Palmetto wood is 
consistent with the plastic deformation mechanism. 
In order to understand the comparative evolution of plastic deformation and damage in 
Palmetto wood, the damage was plotted against the plastic flexural strain in Figure 
3.20(d). It can be seen that the relationship between plastic strain and damage 
accumulation appears to be appears to be independent of macrofiber concentration and 
loading rate. Given that previous investigations using DIC identified that pore collapse at 
the macrofiber-porous cellulose matrix interface precedes macrofiber debonding, these 
results appear consistent with the previously identified relationship between these failure 
mechanisms. Visible evidence of the differences in flexural deformations and the 
corresponding level of damage can be seen in Figure 3.21. 
It was also possible to use the new damage model to track the evolution of the elastic 
flexural strain with total flexural strain. The results can be seen in Figure 3.20(e).  It is 
clear from these results that the strains tend to increase linearly until reaching a plateau 
value of around 2.5% for quasi-static loading and around 1% for impact loading 
independent of macrofiber concentration, a decrease of 60% with increased loading rate. 
Thus, it would appear that there is a critical level of elastic strain that can be sustained 
before addition deformation requires the accumulation of plasticity and damage, and is 
consistent with the idea that so there is not enough time to minimize the local elastic 
energy state as the loading rate increases which reduces the global critical level. 
The resulting relationship between stress and strain in Equation (3.6) can also be used 
to compare the resulting energy absorption of Palmetto wood. It can be seen that the 
density of energy absorption increases with strain rate from 0.75 to 1.75 J/m3 for 12 vol. 
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% macrofibers and from 1.55 to 2.68 J/m3 for 20 vol. % macrofibers. Thus, nearly 
doubling the volume fraction of macrofibers nearly doubles the energy absorption, while 
increasing the loading from quasi-static to low velocity impact increases the energy 





Figure 3.21 Impact-induced damage in Palmetto wood due to debonding at the macrofiber-
porous cellulose matrix interface for (a) 12 vol. % and (b) 20 vol. % macrofiber 
concentrations. The specimen with 20 vol. % macrofibers absorbs the projectile and has 
lesser flexural deformation (3.8% flexural strain) compared to 12 vol. % macrofiber (11% 
flrexural strain). Also, the specimen with a lower macrofiber concentration (a) has a 






Table 3.1 The modulus, E, and Weibull parameters ( )0 ,ε β obtained by fitting the 
flexural stress-strain curves and the modulus, E, and damage initiation strain ( )dε  
obtained from the new damage model for the Palmetto Wood specimens. 
 
3.4 Discussion of Results 
3.4.1 Characterization under Quasi-static Bending 
 
DIC analysis has been performed at multiple length scale to understand the failure 
mechanism in Palmetto wood under three-point bending under quasi-static load and low 
velocity impact. Several possible modes of failure are: (i) tensile failure on the tension 
side, (ii) buckling (wrinkling) on compression side or (iii) inter-layer delamination due to 
shear.  Multiple length scale deformation measurements are performed under quasi-static 
load. Two types of cracking are noted in the specimens, namely macro-fiber-matrix 
debonding and matrix shear cracking. Both are found to be dominated by interlayer shear 
and transverse compression. 
At the macro-scale, specimens can be prepared from the Palmetto wood that exhibit 
more homogeneous material behavior as evidenced by homogeneous strain fields. The 
macro-scale bending can be mapped to that of a homogeneous isotropic material. 
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However, highly inhomogeneous deformations due to the fiber reinforcement and matrix 
response can be distinguished at the microscale. The periodicity of fiber and matrix is 
evident from the periodic nature of the shear strain distribution along the depth in 
specimen. High shear strain is found at the macro-fiber-matrix interfaces of both globally 
tensile and compressive sides of the specimen. The fiber, being mechanically superior, 
does not deform as a porous matrix material (as expected), giving rise to shear strain 
concentrations at the fiber-matrix interface.  
When obtaining microscale deformation measurement, macro-fiber has been noted to 
deform like a beam embedded in a compliant matrix giving rise to a classical bending 
profile. The compressive load is not transferred to the subsequent fiber as the inter-fiber 
matrix absorbs the load through a collapse mechanism. For this reason, crushing of the 
material at loading point does not affect the far-field behavior of the specimen, and also 
enables the material to sustain higher normal load in the direction perpendicular to fiber 
alignment. 
The tensile load is primarily carried by the fibers. Since the fibers are both stronger and 
more rigid the tensile region deforms less than the compressive zone. Failure at both the 
macro-fiber-matrix interface and cellulose matrix is seen to be dominated by interlayer 
debonding due to shear strain. The wavy nature of shear strain along the width indicates 
high shear in the macro-fiber-matrix interface. The shear strain at potential failure sites 
appears to increase steadily until failure. Strain at the microscale is seen to be higher than 
measured at the macro-scale. This is acceptable as the microscale since local failure 
initiation does not immediately leads to macroscopic failure of the specimen because of 
local redistribution of the load within the multiple-laminate nature of wood. 
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Damage in the material occurs via a multi-step failure process. The difference in 
mechanical properties of compliant matrix and comparatively rigid macro-fiber results 
high shear strain concentration at the interface. At the highest magnification scale, the 
pore collapse mechanism and accumulation of strain by pore collapse is found. The shear 
cracking is noted to be initiated by the pore collapse at the sites undergoing high shear 
and compressive strain. 
3.4.2 Characterization under Low Velocity Impact 
 
As previously demonstrated, the insight into the structure-property relationship of 
Palmetto wood can be used as biological inspiration for the development of polymer 
composites [1]. The results in this study expand the insight into the development of more 
impact resistant polymer composites, especially for sandwich composite structures. It can 
be seen that inserting as little as 12 to 20 vol. % macrofibers into a foam core may 
significantly enhance the stiffness, strength, and energy absorption. The interaction 
between the macrofibers and the porous cellulose matrix can also significantly increase 
energy absorption as the loading rate increases. 
 For impact resistant polymer composites, it is anticipated that the characteristics 
of the macrofiber will also contribute to the performance enhancement. Pultruded carbon 
fibers are very similar in structure to the macrofibers in Palmetto wood. There 
mechanical properties are also significantly better. Thus, it is anticipated that reinforcing 
standard foams with 12 to 20 vol. % pultruded carbon fibers will produce similar benefits 
to those observed with Palmetto wood. Furthermore, interfacial adhesion will also play a 
critical role. Thus, the chemistry of the foam should be compatible with the pultruded 
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carbon fibers, or a compatibilizer with adhesive should be used at the interface of the 
pultruded carbon fiber with the foam matrix. 
3.5 Summary 
 
This chapter establishes the technical feasibility of using the Palmetto wood as a 
template to enhance the mechanical properties of advanced composite materials by 
hierarchical structure and establishes the characterization methodology to understand the 
mechanics principle of hierarchical structure across multiple length scales. 
The quasi-static mechanical behavior of palmetto wood, a hierarchically structured 
natural material, has been investigated by three-point bend testing with the neutral axis of 
the specimen along the fiber orientation. Strain fields for quasi-static loading have been 
determined using DIC at multiple length scales using different optical magnifications to 
elucidate on the roles of the porous cellulose matrix and embedded fibers in the failure 
process. The natural texture of the specimens was found to be adequate for image 
correlation.  
It was determined from the quasi-static DIC results at the macro-scale that the material 
behaves fairly homogeneously with a slight asymmetry due to the presence of the fibers. 
The macro-scale bending behavior complies well with the classical beam bending theory. 
However, microscale measurements at a magnification difference of 10X-20X relative to 
the macro-scale revealed inhomogeneous deformations due to differences in the 
properties of the macro-fibers and porous cellulose matrix. The shear and transverse 
strains exhibited significantly greater variability than the axial strain. The variability in 
shear strain coincided with debonding at the fiber-matrix interface or cracking within the 
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matrix due to shear strain. The variability in transverse strain was primarily within the 
matrix and coincided with pore collapse.  
It is postulated that the pore collapse mechanism acts as a load absorber that 
significantly reduces the energy available for fiber-matrix debonding, and enables the 
flexural response to translate from the macro-scale to the microscale in the macro-fiber.  
DIC measurements obtained at the highest magnification revealed that there was no 
further elucidation that could be obtained for the load transfer mechanism. However, the 
pore collapse mechanism and shear strain accumulation is elucidated. The microscale 
transverse normal strain and shear strains monotonically increase along with the macro-
scale flexural strain at a faster rate than the longitudinal strain, indicating their dominance 
in the failure process. The microscale mechanical behavior was consistent in both the 
compression and tension regions of the three-point bend specimen, indicating that the 
failure process was not sensitive to the sign of the stress state. 
Low velocity impact experiments were performed to evaluate the dynamic behavior of 
the dry Palmetto wood for comparison with previous quasi-static three-point bending 
measurements. Under low velocity impact, the dynamic damage was found to be 
dominated globally by axial loading induced by bending leading to localized, shear-
dominated debonding at the macrofiber-porous cellulose matrix interface, as well as 
compressive loading induced by indentation under the projectile leading to local crushing 
of the porous cellulose matrix. Through the changes in macrofiber concentration, it was 
also determined that the dynamic failure mode of the Palmetto wood can be transformed 
from the shear dominated debonding by axial loading to the crushing of the porous 
cellulose matrix and shear cracking of the macrofibers and matrix by local indentation. 
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The relative energy absorption by indentation increased from 7% to 14% with the 
increase in macrofiber concentration from 12 vol. % to 20 vol. %. This explains why the 
macrofiber concentration gradually decreases radially towards the center of the wood 
stem, since the outer portion of the wood has a high indentation resistance while the inner 
portion absorbs more energy through bending. 
In order to better understand the influence of macrofiber concentration and loading rate 
on the mechanical behavior of Palmetto wood, two models of the stress-strain response 
were fit to the experimental data. The first was a model based on Weibull statistics 
developed for fiber-reinforced polymer composites. From the Weibull fit, it was 
determined that increasing the loading rate increased the modulus by approximately 
200% independent of macrofiber concentration. The critical strain, εo, was also found to 
be reduced by 30-35% due to dynamic loading, while the evolution of damage described 
by β did not show substantial differences.   
Since the Weibull model combined effects of all the damage mechanisms, a new model 
was developed that separated the evolution of damage from plastic deformation. It was 
determined that the yield stress associated with the previously identified pore collapse 
mechanism increases by approximately 100% as the loading rate increased, and by 
approximately 70% as the macrofiber concentration increased. The stiffness also 
increases by approximately 300%, which is higher than what was observed with the 
Weibull model fit. In contrast, the damage evolution with plastic deformation exhibited a 
stronger dependence on macrofiber concentration than strain rate, consistent with the 
pore collapse mechanism at the macrofiber-porous cellulose matrix interface preceding 
macrofiber debonding mechanism that was observed using DIC. It was also possible to 
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use the new damage model to track the evolution of the elastic flexural strain with total 
flexural strain, which indicated there is a critical level of elastic strain that can be 
sustained before addition deformation requires the accumulation of plasticity and damage 
due to pore collapse and macrofiber debonding. The combined behavior of the pore 
collapse and macrofiber debonding mechanisms resulted in an increase of energy 
absorption that nearly doubled with doubling the macrofiber concentration and increased 
by 75-133% as the loading rate increased from quasi-static to low velocity impact. 
The present study helps in understanding the failure mechanism of a novel 
hierarchically-structured natural material that serves as a template for developing 
biologically-inspired polymer composites. The results from this study can provide 
guidance to previous efforts in using Palmetto wood as biological inspiration for the 
development of polymer composites. In particular, it indicates that macrofiber 
reinforcement of foam cores can lead to more impact resistant sandwich composite 
structures using as little as 12 to 20 vol. % macrofiber reinforcement. 
However, there are several issues like fabricating the bioinspired sandwich with proper 
length scales that include the size of the foam pores, size of the pultruted carbon rod, 
adhesive material and processing. These parameters would significantly affect the 
sandwich behavior. 
In the next chapter, fabrication and characterization of mechanical behavior of 




Chapter 4 Fabrication and Characterization of 
Bioinspired Sandwich Structures through 
Reinforcement in Core 
 
In this chapter, development and characterization of sandwich composite structures 
with bioinspired core has been detailed. The understanding of load transfer mechanisms 
and the role of macrofiber in the porous cellulose matrix of Palmetto wood has been 
utilized to modify the core of traditional sandwich composite structure. Using the 
structural template of Palmetto wood, as inspiration, reinforcements have been embedded 
in the core of foam core sandwich composite structures to translate the load transfer and 
energy absorbing mechanisms in the core of the sandwich composite. The fabrication of 
the sandwich composite structures with bioinspired core is detailed in Section 4.2, and 




Palmetto wood, a naturally occurring hierarchically structured composite, had been 
assumed to be a novel bioinspiration to develop synthetic sandwich composites that will 
have enhanced mechanical properties, energy absorbance capability as well as damage 
resistance. The unique mechanical behavior of Palmetto wood in the protective structures 
during Civil and Revolutionary war has been the motivation for using Palmetto wood as 
bioinspiration. 
The multiscale structural characterization of Palmetto wood revealed its hierarchical 
structure as well as structural characteristics and its potential as a novel bioinspiration 
[68]. Following by the structural characterization, load transfer and failure mechanisms 
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have been investigated at multiple length scales under quasi-static three point bend to 
reveal the roles of macrofiber and porous cellulose matrix in the load transfer mechanism 
[69]. As discussed in the previous Chapter, the pore collapse and shear dominated 
debonding were found to be the key failure mechanism. The damage evolution in the 
Palmetto wood has been characterized under unloading-reloading. The dynamic behavior 
of Palmetto wood has also been characterized under low velocity impact in three point 
bend configuration [70]. The characterization of dynamic behavior revealed that the 
failure mechanism dominates the dynamic behavior similar to the quasi-static behavior. 
Damage modeling of the Palmetto wood revealed the slower damage evolution under the 
dynamic load than that under quasi-static loading. The deformation measurement to 
characterize the mechanical behavior of Palmetto wood at multiple length scales and 
loading rates have been accomplished by using the Digital Image Correlation (DIC) on 
the images captured at several magnifications and it was possible to relate the microscale 
deformation to the macroscale deformation behavior. 
Motivated by the enhanced mechanical behavior of the Palmetto wood by virtue of its 
hierarchical structure and macrofiber reinforcement in the porous cellulose structure, 
effort has been made to translate the load transfer and failure mechanisms into an 
engineered sandwich composite structure with bioinspired core using macroscale 
reinforcement of pultruded carbon rods in the foam core. The pultruded carbon rods are 
made of carbon fibers similar as the macrofibers in Palmetto wood are made of fibrils. 
The sandwich composite specimens with bioinspired foam core are the main interest in 
the present study. To achieve hierarchical structure as well as enhanced strength at the 
interface, the interface in sandwich composite structures are engineered by using nano-
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enhanced epoxy as adhesive. The main objective of the characterization is to translate the 
failure mechanisms of Palmetto wood into the synthetic sandwich composite structure 
and quantify the effect of reinforcement in the core. To this goal, global flexural behavior 
along with damage evolution in the sandwich composite structures has been studied. The 
response of the sandwich composite structures with reinforcement in the core has been 
analyzed in the context of the mechanical behavior of Palmetto wood, the bioinspiration 
for the structure of the sandwich composites in this study. 
4.2 Materials, Fabrication and Characterization Technique 
 
The materials used to prepare the sandwich composite specimens with bioinspired core 
are Rohacell soft foam, epoxy carbon woven fabric laminates from DragonPlate, 
pultruded carbon rods from The Composites Store and epoxy resin 105 and slow 
hardener 206 from West System. The core of sandwich composite specimens was 
reinforced by pultruded carbon rods to mimic the hierarchical structure of the Palmetto 
wood. The facesheets of carbon fiber strips (Composites) were glued to the core using 
epoxy based adhesive. West system epoxy resin 205 with 106 slow hardener has been 
mixed by 5:1 ratio by weight.  
This epoxy based adhesives has been used as to glue the soft foam, and facesheets of 
carbon strips. The foam and facesheets were manually attached by the adhesives detailed 
above. For another class of specimen, reinforcement of carbon rods have been used by 
penetrating the carbon roads in the soft foam core after dipping them in the adhesive to 
achieve better adhesion with the foam. The glued and reinforced specimens were cured in 





Figure 4.1 (left) Sandwich structure with bioinspired core developed using 
Palmetto wood as a template and (right) post-mortem of the inside structure of 
sandwich 
 
Mechanical behavior of the sandwich composite structures with reinforced core has 
been characterized and compared with that of sandwich composite structures without any 
reinforcement in the core. Three-point bend tests (Section 3.2.1) have been performed to 
characterize the flexural behavior of the sandwich composite specimens under quasi-
static load and low velocity impact. As discussed earlier (Section 3.2.1), the quasi-static 
flexural tests have been performed in the Imada MX-500 load frame aided with load cell 
and caliper to measure the load and displacement. Continuous real time imaging has been 
performed to capture the deformation and determine the displacement and strain fields by 
DIC of the images captures during the test. The low velocity impact test has been 
performed in the experimental set-up that has been discussed earlier in detail (Section 
3.2.2). 
4.3 Experimental Results 
 
Quasi-static flexure and low velocity impact tests in three-point bend configuration 
have been performed to characterize the mechanical behavior of the composite sandwich 
specimens with reinforcement of pultruded carbon rod in the foam core.  
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4.3.1 Characterization under Quasi-static Bending 
 
The flexural response of the constituent facesheet and foam core used to fabricate the 
composite sandwich structures has been shown in Figure 4.2. The flexural modulus of the 
facesheet is determined to be around 32200 MPa and that of the polymeric foam core is 
around 8 MPa. The failure mode in the polymeric foam core under quasi-static flexure is 
found to be due to axial tension on the tensile side under the indenter as was identified in 
flexural test of GFRP/PVC foam core sandwich composite structure by Valenza et al. 









Figure 4.2 Flexural properties of (a) facesheet, (b) foam core and, (c) failure initiation in 
foam core 
 
Representative macro-scale flexural response of the composite sandwich structures has 
been depicted in Figure 4.3 for three kinds of foam core to compare their flexural 
strength. In conventional composite sandwich structures, the core is assumed to act 
mainly as a separator increasing the shear strength of the sandwich structure. However, 
the bioinspired core exhibits its potential to increase the flexural strength of the 
composite sandwich compared to the one with conventional core. In our laboratory 
fabrication, the bio-inspiration in the composite sandwich core was realized by 
penetrating pultruded carbon rods in the foam core. Reinforcement of pultruded carbon 
rods in the polymeric foam core increases the flexural stiffness and energy absorbance 
through the increase in interface by virtue of higher stiffness of the pultruded carbon rod 
and localized deformation at the new reinforcement-foam core interfaces. The effect of 
the carbon rod was found to increase the flexural stiffness from 90 N/mm to 230 N/mm 
leading to increase in the flexural strength of the sandwich structure. It has been noted 
that the volume % of pultruded carbon rod reinforcement for this composite sandwich 
with bioinspired core was only around 0.90 vol%. However, since, the foam core and 




contributed in the response. The results show that use of nano-enhancement at the 
interfaces as well as bioinspired core provides the best mechanical behavior of the 
composite sandwich structure. 
The effect of increase in volume fraction of carbon rods has been depicted in Figure 
4.3. An increase in pultruded carbon rod reinforcement from 0.90 vol% to 2.45 vol% 
leads to an increase of around 100% in the flexural stiffness. However, it is evident that 
there is a limit on the increasing amount of the carbon rod. The natural inspiration of this 
engineering material, namely, the Palmetto wood has a hierarchical structure from the 
macrofiber to the bulk wood and has excellent interfacial strength at the macrofiber-
cellulose interface. The interfacial strength at the carbon rod and foam core interface and 
collapse of the foam cell due to penetration of the carbon rod may impose a limitation on 
the strength enhancement in these composite sandwich structures. Thus, beyond an 
amount of reinforcement, the core would appear as a bundle of carbon rods and would be 
highly stiff as the cost of lesser failure strain and catastrophic nature of failure. As far as 
the weight of the sandwich material is concerned, the nano-enhancement and bioinspired 
core increase minimal amount of weight causing to maintain a close stiffness to weight 
ratio compared to that of the composite sandwich structures without any nano-





Figure 4.3 Global flexural response of sandwich composite structure under quasi-static 
load 
 
The global flexural response of the sandwich composites with and without 
reinforcement in the foam core has been modeled using the Weibull fit that has been 
found to well describe the behavior of bundles of fibers, natural composite like Palmetto 
wood. However, the bilinear type of behavior of sandwich composites with conventional 
core and that with very low reinforcement can not be described well with the Weibull 
model The Weibull fit to the global stress-strain response of the sandwich composite 
structures are depicted in Figure 4.4 and the Weibull parameters are listed in the Table 
4.2.  As depicted in the figure, the Weibull model underestimates the flexural stiffness of 
the sandwich with bilinear flexural behavior. However, for the sandwich composite with 
higher reinforcement vol %, the behavior tends to be more like a bundle of fiber and the 




Figure 4.4 Weibull fit to the global flexural response of sandwich composite structures 
under quasi-static load. Since the Weibull model has been found to be useful for a bundle 
of fibers, the bilinear type response of the sandwich structures can not be captured well 
 
Experiments were performed with several specimens to ensure reproducibility and 
variation in the material response over different specimens. Due to fabrication 
limitations, relative location and alignment of pin reinforcements in the specimens vary. 
Approximately 5-10% variation in the global flexural modulus was observed for the 
specimens tested. 
The macroscale strain fields developed in the composite sandwich structure during 
flexural deformation is characterized by DIC technique as depicted in Figure 4.5. The 
strain fields obtained from the images at macro-scale appears similar to that in 
conventional sandwich structure. As evident from the strain fields, the compressive and 
shear strains are leading. The flexural strain (0.6 %) is significantly low as compared to 
the compressive and shear strains, which are of magnitude 7 % and 3 %, respectively. 
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The failure initiation is observed to occur by the accumulation of compressive strain 



































Figure 4.5  Macroscale (a) flexural, (b) compressive and (c) shear strain fields in the 
sandwich core corresponding to around 130 N load (Point A in Figure 2) and (d) failure 
mode by pore collapse in foam core under indenter and shear dominated debonding at the 
facesheet-foam core interface 
 
Several investigations determined the failure modes in sandwich structure. One of the 
leading failure mechanisms in sandwich composites is interfacial failure. Using DIC 
technique the evolution of strain fields has been studied. In the sandwich with 
conventional core, the failure modes are found to be shear dominated delamination at the 
facesheet and core interface as well as bending/kinking failure of the facesheet under 
compression. The core has been noticed to undergo transverse compression causing 
increase in energy absorption. Whereas in the sandwich composite with conventional 
core, transverse compression was significant, in the bioinspired core, the transverse 
compression has been reduced by the added stiffness due to reinforcement. The shear 
dominated delamination at the facesheet-foam core interface is shown in Figure 4.5 (d). 
To elucidate the deformation and load transfer mechanism at the interface of carbon rod 
reinforcement and foam and around the reinforced carbon rod, imaging at higher 
magnification has been performed during flexural test. The carbon rod reinforcement in 
foam core of the sandwich composite structure is shown in Figure 4.6 (a). The strain 
fields obtained by DIC of the images captured during three-point bend test of the 
specimen are depicted in Figure 4.6 (b-c). The image corresponds to the tensile side of 
the specimen around the central area between loading indenter and right support. It is 
noted that the foam core near the stiffer pultruded carbon rod is deformed under 
compression and shear. During the bending, the soft polymeric foam deforms more than 
the stiffer carbon rod reinforcement and the carbon rod along with flexural deformation 
exhibits rigid rotation. Thus, the carbon rod compresses the foam around it. The 
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pultruded carbon rod being mechanically stronger, the foam undergoes higher amount of 










Figure 4.6  (a) Image of the core of the bioinspired sandwich composite structure at 










– foam core interface and under flexure at high magnification. Dotted white line 
represents the reinforced pultruded carbon rod in foam core. Shear and compressive 
strains are dominant around the carbon rod. 
 
The use of reinforcement in the foam core of the sandwich composite increases the 
energy absorbance due to its increased interface in the core and localized deformation. 
However, since the equivalent bending stiffness ( )eqEI  of the composite depends on 
material properties as well as size and position of the reinforcements, the effect of bio-
inspiration in the foam core of the composite sandwich structure also depends on size and 
properties of reinforcement (carbon rod). Detail computational model is required to 
explore the effects of size and properties of reinforcement and foam core on the 
mechanical behavior of bioinspired sandwich composite structures. 
 
Table 4.1 The modulus, E, and Weibull parameters ( )0 ,ε β obtained by fitting the 
flexural stress-strain curves for the sandwich composite specimens under quasi-static 




4.3.2 Characterization under Low Velocity Impact 
 
The dynamic behavior of the composite sandwich structures has been characterized by 
low velocity impact at a global flexural strain rate of around 450/sec. The global flexural 
response of the sandwich composite specimens under low velocity impact is depicted in 
Figure 4.7. Only one amount of reinforcement has been considered for the dynamic 
characterization. To determine the dynamic load displacement response, acquired load 
cell data was smoothed to exclude noise in the data. As discussed earlier, the velocity and 
displacement history were obtained from the load cell response by integrating the 
equation of motion ( )Loadcell bulletF m a=  of the bullet shot at the specimen assuming 
equilibrium between the bullet and the sandwich composite specimen. The displacement 
and velocity were also obtained by high speed imaging and differentiating the 
displacement history. The displacement and velocity obtained from load cell and optical 
measurement were then correlated to determine the load – displacement response of the 
specimen. The load – displacement response was then converted to flexural stress – strain 
using the relations for flexure.  
To quantify the flexural response of the sandwich under low velocity impact and 
compare with that of the quasi-static response, the Weibull model has been then fit to the 
flexural response of the specimen. The experimental flexural response and the resulting 
fit are depicted in Figure 4.7. The Weibull parameters used for the fit are listed in Table 
4.1. As evidenced from the flexural response the bioinspiration increases the stiffness, 
strength and energy absorption of the composite sandwich structure. The flexural 
stiffness of the sandwich without reinforcement in the core has been determined to be 
around 120 MPa, whereas the stiffness of sandwich composite with 0.90 vol % 
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reinforcement in the core is around 185 MPa. Thereby the reinforcement in the core 
could be increased by around 60 % using a reinforcement of 0.90 vol % in the foam core. 
However, compared to the impact velocity, the specimen strength was low thus leading to 
high deformation of the specimen. The failure initiation of the sandwich without 
reinforcement was found to be around 10% compared to that of the sandwich with 
reinforcement in core being 7 %. The Weibull parameters obtained from the dynamic 
flexural response of the sandwich composite structures reflect only marginal 
improvement in the global behavior and the parameters are comparable in terms of 
numerical value. It has been seen that the bioinspired core enhances the impact resistance 
and energy absorbance of the specimen in a manner that is similar to the Palmetto wood. 
The global flexural response has been used to study the damage evolution characteristics 
that would be discussed later. 
 
Figure 4.7 Flexural response of sandwich composite with and without reinforcement to 




The displacement and strain fields have been determined by using DIC of the images 
captured during the test. However, the capability of multiscale DIC at higher 
magnification has been limited due to the trade off of resolution and imaging speed (fps). 
Thus imaging at specimen length scale only was possible. At the specimen length scale 
the deformation fields have been found to be like that of homogeneous beam under 
bending, however, high strain is accumulated near the indenter due to the effect of local 
deformation of the soft foam.. Thus, the deformation fields of the sandwich composites 
are not shown.  The images of a sandwich composite specimen at undeformed and 
deformed state are shown in the Figure 4.8.  
  
Figure 4.8 (Left) Undeformed and (right) Deformed sandwich composite specimen under 
low velocity impact  
 
4.3.3 Damage Modeling of the Sandwich with Bioinspired Core 
 
The damage evolution in the composite sandwich structures has been determined based 
on the definition of damage parameter 01 EED −= , where 0E is the initial modulus 




measuring the reduction of the modulus with strain. The damage model developed to 
study the damage evolution to account for the plastic deformation and pore collapse in 
the porous core in Palmetto wood has been employed to the global response of the 
sandwich composites. The evolution of damage with total flexural strain based on strain 
energy conservation has been used to describe the experimental measurements as given 
by, 
( )( )lim 1 exp = − − − dD D A ε ε , 4.1 
 
where Dlim represents the limiting amount of damage that can occur, εd is the strain at 
which damage initiates, and A is an acceleration factor that describes the evolution of 
damage with strain. Results from fitting the curves to the experimentally determined 
damage can be seen in Figure 4.9 and the parameters are listed in Table 4.2.  
 
Figure 4.9 Damage evolution with total flexural strain in the sandwich composite 




The damage evolution parameters reveal that the damage initiation strain is reduced by 
the increase in reinforcement. A reinforcement of 0.90 vol% of carbon rod in the 
sandwich composite core reduced the damage initiation strain from around 0.30 to 0.15. 
Using Equation (4.1), the effect of volume fraction of reinforcement and loading rate on 
the damage accumulation are studied. The acceleration factor and limiting amount of 
damage did not appear to be affected substantially by the volume fraction of the 
macroscale pultruded carbon rod reinforcement and loading rate. 
As discussed in the previous Chapter, a model was developed to account for the 
mechanism of plasticity due to pore collapse of the porous material in the study of 
damage behavior of Palmetto wood. The plastic flexural strain, εp, was related to the total 
flexural strain through a form of the conventional power law hardening relationship as  
( )( )[ ]p





where εy is the yield strain and p and B are related to the power law hardening exponent 
and coefficient, respectively. The plastic strain could be determined experimentally by 
measuring the permanently deformed shape of the specimen. The evolution of 
macroscopic plastic strain with respect to the total strain has been determined and is 
depicted in Figure 4.10 (a), (b). The evolution of plastic strain with total global flexural 
strain is linear like that of Palmetto wood and the rate is not much affected by the volume 
fraction of reinforcement. 
Similar to the damage modeling of Palmetto wood, Equations (4.1) and (4.2) were 
combined to determine the constitutive response of the composite sandwich material in 
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order to better understand the observed dependency of the plastic deformation on strain 
rate. 
( ) ( )pDE εεσ −−=
2





The constitutive relation in Equation 4.3is then fit to the experimental stress-strain 
response. The resulting fits to the experimental data can be seen in Figure 4.10 (c). The 
flexural modulus and the fitting parameters of the damage model are listed in Table 4.2. 
As depicted in the figure, the flexural modulus is increased by the increase in 
reinforcement and the damage resistance is also enhanced. The damage model can be fit 
to the experimental data more accurately than the Weibull model to the bilinear behavior 
of the sandwich composite structures with conventional core and lower volume fraction 















Figure 4.10 Damage evolution characteristics of sandwich composite specimens:  
(a) evolution of plastic strain with total global strain, (b) closer look at the plastic 
deformation, (c) fit of the damage model to the experimental response, and (d) damage 
evolution with the plastic strain 
 
 
Table 4.2 The modulus, E, and Weibull parameters ( )0 ,ε β obtained by fitting the 
flexural stress-strain curves and the modulus, E, and damage initiation strain ( )dε  





The damage model developed herein is also employed to the dynamic response of the 
sandwich structure with bioinspired core under low velocity impact. The resulting fit of 
the damage model to the experimental stress-strain response is depicted in Figure 4.11 
(a). The damage evolution with total global flexural strain is depicted in Figure 4.11 (b). 
The evolution of plastic strain and the stress-strain response obtained from the damage 
model fit is depicted in Figure 4.11 (a).   It is seen that the dynamic behavior in the 
context of damage evolution and damage resistance of the sandwich composite is not 
substantially different from that under quasi-static response, however, the strain at which 











Figure 4.11 Dynamic damage behavior of the sandwich composite structures obtained 
from the damage model 
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4.4 Discussion of Results 
 
Using the structural template of Palmetto wood, sandwich composite structure have 
been fabricated by reinforcement of pultruded carbon rod in the polymeric foam core and 
carbon fiber facesheet. The flexural mechanical behavior of the sandwich composites 
with different amount of reinforcement in the core has been characterized under quasi-
static loading and low velocity impact and has been compared to that of the sandwich 
composite structure without reinforcement in the core. While the global flexural behavior 
was determined from the load cell data and displacement measured from the experiment, 
the deformation fields have been evaluated employing DIC to the images captured during 
the deformation. Single mode Weibull model has been used to study the flexural response 
of the sandwich composite structures. A damage model developed to account for the 
plastic deformation in the material has been used to relate the damage evolution with 
plastic deformation and determine the damage evolution parameters. The parameters 
obtained from the Weibull model and damage model has been used to quantify the effect 
of reinforcement and loading rate on the flexural behavior of the sandwich composites. 
The quasi-static flexural response shows that the reinforcement in the foam core of the 
sandwich composite can increase the flexural modulus of the sandwich composite 
significantly compared to that of the sandwich without reinforcement in the core. An 
increase of more than 100% in the flexural modulus could be achieved by using 
reinforcement of pultruded carbon rods in the sandwich composite. However, with the 
increase in flexural stiffness and maximum load bearing capacity, the failure initiation 
strain is reduced. Thereby, a better combination of flexural stiffness and deformation 
characteristics can be achieved by tuning the reinforcement in the core. The deformation 
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fields obtained by DIC revealed that the deformation behavior at macroscale on the 
external face of the specimen is similar to that under bending, however, at the reinforcing 
rod and foam core interface, more localized deformation occurs. Thus by increased 
interface and localized deformation at the interfaces due to the reinforcement in the core, 
energy absorption capability is increased. 
The dynamic behavior of the sandwich composite structure has been characterized at a 
strain rate of around 450/sec by low velocity impact. The results show that the flexural 
stiffness under low velocity impact is significantly increased (by around 50%) by using 
the carbon rod reinforcement in the core. The reinforcement in the core increased the 
strength of the sandwich as well as energy absorption capability. 
The damage model developed to relate the scalar damage variable defined by 
degradation is modulus and plastic deformation in the material has been used to quantify 
the damage evolution characteristic. It has been seen that the increase in reinforcement 
decreases the damage initiation; however, the damage evolution remains qualitatively 
similar with very marginal affect. The plastic deformation with the global bending of the 
specimen could be extracted using the damage model and the evolution of the plastic 
strain was found to remain unaffected with the reinforcement. 
The behavior of the sandwich composites have been compared with that of the 
Palmetto wood and it has been depicted that the flexural behavior of the sandwich 
composite structures can be tailored to achieve a required behavior of flexural stiffness 






The present chapter discusses the fabrication of the sandwich composite structures with 
reinforcement in the foam core in order to enhance of the mechanical behavior by using 
the principles of deformation behavior of Palmetto wood. Sandwich composite structures 
have been fabricated with bioinspired cores though the reinforcement of pultruded carbon 
rod in the polymeric foam core to realize the enhancement in mechanical behavior. The 
flexural behavior of the sandwich composites has been characterized under quasi-static 
load and low velocity impact and the effects of the reinforcement in the core have been 
investigated. Three point flexural tests have been performed under quasi-static load and 
low velocity impact. The facesheet foam core interfacial adhesive has been 
nanoenhanced. The experimental results show that nano-enhancement increases the 
stiffness of sandwich structures. The macroscale reinforcements of pultruded carbon rod 
in the core of the sandwich composite help to increase the flexural stiffness. The increase 
in volume fraction of the macroscale reinforcements has been employed to transform the 
behavior of sandwich to that of a Palmetto wood. The damage model developed to 
characterize the plastic deformation in the Palmetto wood has been employed to the 
flexural response of the sandwich structures with foam core and bioinspired core. It has 
been noted that the behavior of the bioinspired core has been tuned to that of Palmetto 







Chapter 5 Finite Element Modeling of Sandwich 
Structures 
 
In this chapter, the computational modeling of the mechanical behavior of the sandwich 
composite structure is discussed. The sandwich composite structures have been fabricated 
and experimental characterization has been performed to understand the mechanical 
performance, energy absorption and damage resistance using the reinforcement in the 
porous polymeric foam core of sandwich composite. The experimental characterization 
showed that the mechanisms for enhanced mechanical behavior of Palmetto wood due to 
the reinforcement of macrofibers in the porous cellulose matrix can be translated to the 
engineering sandwich composite structures by using longitudinal reinforcement of 
pultruded carbon rods in the foam core of sandwich composite. Finite Element Analysis 
(FEA) has been performed to investigate the effects of reinforcement on the global 
flexural behavior and local deformation fields of the sandwich composite structures under 
quasi-static load. The effect of reinforcement amount was varied to verify the 
experimental observations. This chapter details the motivation for computational model, 
modeling and the results obtained from the FEA of the model of sandwich composite 
structures with reinforcement in foam core. 
5.1 Motivation 
 
The engineered sandwich composite structures have been fabricated in Laboratory 
following the hierarchical structure of Palmetto wood, where the mechanically stronger 
macrofibers are reinforced in the soft porous cellulose matrix. However, Laboratory 
fabrication and experimental characterization has limited scope to further investigate the 
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whole parametric domain of the design space of the materials. The reinforcement size, 
amount and the core material characteristics would significantly impact the interaction of 
the constituents of the sandwich composite structure, thereby affecting the global 
properties of the sandwich composite. The FEA can verify and validate the experimental 
observations of the global behavior and the local deformation characteristics. To study 
the effect of constituent materials and the effect of the geometric and material properties 
of the reinforcement on the sandwich composite behavior in detail, a parametric study 
though computational model is necessary. In the present work, the effect of reinforcement 
on the sandwich composite has been studied to verify the experimental observations 
using homogeneous isotropic properties of the constituents.  
5.2 Finite Element Analysis (FEA) 
 
The Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is performed in commercially available software 
Abaqus 6.10 (SIMULIA, PROVIDENCE, RI). For initial investigation of the effect of the 
reinforcement in the core of the sandwich composite structure, the cellular foam core has 
been modeled as homogeneous isotropic continuous media. Cylindrical rods have been 
placed inside the core to represent the reinforcement of pultruded carbon rods. The 
material properties of the foam and facesheet have been experimentally determined for 
the simulations. The amount of rod has been increased to vary the reinforcement volume 
fraction to study the effect of reinforcement on the global behavior and verify 
experimental observations. The global behavior was studied through the homogenization 
of the reinforced core. The local deformation field was investigated using the detail 
model of the rods to compare with the full field experimental deformation measurements 
by Digital Image Correlation (DIC). The interfaces at facesheet-core and reinforcement-
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core have been assumed to be in perfect contact through the TIE option available in 
Abaqus. The simulations have been performed with reduced size of the sandwich 
composite compared to the experimental specimens. The model has been meshed by 8-
noded linear brick element. The out-of-plane degrees of freedom have been constrained 
to obtain plane strain condition. Schematic diagram of the simulation model is depicted in 
Figure 5.1. 
 
Figure 5.1 Schematic of the FE simulation of flexure of sandwich composite structures 
 
5.3 Material Properties, Mesh and Model validation 
5.3.1 Material Properties 
 
The model for the FEA of the sandwich composite structure has been developed based 
on the isotropic continuum assumption of constituent carbon fiber facesheet, polymeric 
foam core and pultruded carbon rod reinforcement. The material constants have been 
determined experimentally. The experimental response of the foam material under 
flexure and compressive load are shown in Figure 5.2. The moduli of the foam core, 
facesheet were experimentally determined to be around 7 MPa and 32200 MPa. The 
pultruded carbon rods have a tensile modulus of around 100 GPa. However, since in the 
fabricated specimens, the alignment of the pultruded carbon rods has not been perfect and 
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foam material might have been damaged during penetration of the carbon rods, the 
effective bending stiffness of the carbon rod has been reduced. Therefore, the reduced 
modulus of carbon rod was estimated to be 70 GPa. The material properties of the foam 
has been assumed to be elastic perfectly plastic with a yield stress of 0.20 MPa. The 
experimentally determined flexural response of the facesheet material and the plastic 
behavior of the facesheet material used in the simulation have been depicted in Figure 
5.3. The simulation of sandwich composite structure has been performed using perfect 




Figure 5.2 Experimentally determined properties of foam material under (a) flexure and 
(b) compression 
 






























7 MPa 0.3 32200 MPa 0.3 70 GPa 0.3 
Yield Stress Yield stress Plastic strain Yields Stress 
200 MPa 0 
452 MPa 0.008 
497 MPa 0.01 
519 MPa 0.011 
0.20 MPa 
535 MPa 0.012 
100 MPa 
Table 5.1 Material properties of foam core, facesheet and reinforcement used in the 
simulation 
 
5.3.2 Mesh Convergence 
 
The mesh convergence study has been performed by changing the mesh size and a 
converged mesh size has been used to perform the simulations. The model has been 
discretized using linear 8 noded brick element. The effect of mesh size on the flexural 
modulus has been depicted in Figure 5.4 by showing the calculated flexural modulus with 
respect to mesh size. The mesh detail for different mesh densities are listed in Table 5.2. 
The jump in the response due for the cases Mesh#3 and Mesh#4 arises due to the 
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discretization of the facesheet in more elements in the thickness and width direction. The 
simulations have been performed with a reasonable mesh size for precise results. 
          




Figure 5.4 (a) Mesh density in the sandwich composite model and flexural modulus for 

















1 1.0 1360 28.66 
2 0.8 2142 28.65 
3 0.7 2622 28.65 
4 0.6 7772 54.50 
5 0.4 26400 57.01 
6 0.2 170000 58.26 
 
Table 5.2 Mesh details and flexural modulus determined from the simulation 
 
5.3.3 Model Validation 
 
The simulation of the conventional sandwich composite structure without any 
reinforcement in the core was performed using experimentally determined properties of 
the foam and facesheet to compare with the flexural response obtained from experiments. 
The global flexural response was determined from the applied displacement at the central 
loading point and reaction forces at the supports. The flexure stress-strain response was 













ε = , where P, D are 
reaction force and loading point displacement, L is the support span and bXd is the cross 
section (width X height) of the sandwich composite beam as shown in Figure 5.1. The 
simulation has been performed using linear 8-noded brick element with elastic-perfectly 
plastic foam and elastic-plastic facesheet properties as listed in Table 5.1. It has been seen 
that with sufficiently fine mesh, 8-noded element with reduced integration scheme offers 
similar accuracy as 20-noded element. The flexural response obtained from the 
simulation was found to closely match with that obtained from the experiment. The 
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present study has been limited to elastic plastic deformation and damage initiation to 
avoid the complexity of estimation of properties for damage evolution that requires detail 
experimental characterization of the constituent materials. 
The strain fields obtained from the simulation in the sandwich composite material 
under flexure is depicted in Figure 5.6.  The strain fields correspond to around 2 MPa of 
global flexural stress level. The qualitative behavior of the deformation fields are seen to 
closely match with that obtained from the experimental measurements using DIC. Thus 
the homogeneous isotropic assumption and continuum modeling was found to be useful 
to numerically verify the response of the composite sandwich and thus, in modeling the 
effects of reinforcements on the global as well as local deformation behavior. 
 
 
Figure 5.5 Comparison of flexural response obtained from experiment and FEA of 





Figure 5.6 Strain fields in the sandwich composite obtained from FEA and experiment 
 
5.4 Global Flexural Response from FEA: Effect of 
Reinforcement 
5.4.1 Effect of Reinforcement on Global Flexural Response  
 
The simulations were performed with the experimentally determined facesheet and 
foam core material properties to quantify the effect of reinforcement in the core on the 
global flexural modulus of the sandwich composite structure. Displacement control 
simulation was performed to evaluate the global flexural response of sandwich structure 
with similar core properties and different reinforcement amount. A uniform displacement 
was applied at the top facesheet of the sandwich composite beam. The force-
displacement data was obtained from the global applied displacement at the top and the 




-0.003 0.007 -0.007 0.007 
-0.03 0.01 -0.06 0.01 
-0.04 0.04 -0.03 0.03 
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was then transformed to flexural stress-strain response using engineering relations of 
flexure.  
 
Figure 5.7 Flexural response of the reinforced sandwich composite structure with several 
vol % of reinforcement 
 
These simulations have been performed assuming perfect contact between the 
reinforcing rod and the foam core. From the simulations, it is seen that the effect of 
reinforcement amount on the increase of global flexural stiffness is minimal for the 
presented amount of reinforcement unlike the experimental observations. 
The results obtained from the simulations show that the reinforcement in the foam core 
increases the global flexural modulus by only around 10% from the base sandwich 
composite structure (Figure 5.7) unlike that measured in experiments. The sandwich 
composite structures had been a complex system to model numerically due to the high 
difference in the properties of the constituents. It is believed that the effect of the 
reinforcement could not be captured well due to cushioning effect of the soft foam core 
arising from the very high difference in the modulus of the reinforcement and foam 
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material. To overcome the complexity, a homogenization methodology has been adopted 
to capture the effect of reinforcement on the global flexural response of the sandwich 
composites with reinforcement in the core. 
5.4.2 Variation of Flexural Modulus with Volume Fraction 
 
The schematic of cross-section of a sandwich composite with reinforcement in the core is 
depicted in Figure 5.8. 
 
Figure 5.8 Schematic of the cross-section of a reinforced sandwich composite 
 
However, for the sandwich composite structures prepared in laboratory with 
reinforcement in the core has misalignment as well randomness in position. Apart from 
that the epoxy adhesive layer at the foam core – reinforcement rod contributes to the 
stiffness. Thus, modeling sandwich composite with reinforcement of pultruded carbon 
rods requires significant effort. For the purpose of parametric study, simulations have 
been performed with the assumption of aligned reinforcement and perfect contact 
between the reinforcement and foam core without any physical dimension of the adhesive 
layer.  
It has been experimentally seen that the increase in reinforcement volume fraction 
increases the flexural stiffness of the sandwich. To study the effect of reinforcement 
volume fraction in the flexural stiffness, simulations are performed to determine the 
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global flexural stiffness of the sandwich composites with different volume fraction. For 
these simulations, the properties of foam core, facesheet and reinforcing carbon rod are 
maintained same and the amount of volume fraction has been increased. The sandwich 
for the basis of comparison has no reinforcement and the flexural stiffness is 60 Mpa. The 
flexural stiffness of several sandwich structures with different volume fractions is 
determined from the simulation of three point beam bending. The normalized flexural 
stiffness with respect to the volume fraction is depicted in Figure 5.9. Apart from the 
amount of reinforcement, the size of the reinforcing rod was also considered. As seen 
from the Figure 5.9, to achieve an increase by 40-50% in the flexural modulus, depending 
on the size of the reinforcement 10-15 vol % reinforcement is required. Similar 
observations were made in the characterization of the Palmetto wood. It was determined 
that the Palmetto wood had a radial distribution of the macrofiber from 12 – 20 vol % 
fractions, leading to significant increase in the flexural modulus. It can be noted from the 
simulation results that the dependency of the global flexural modulus on the 
reinforcement vol % and size of the reinforcement is very closely linear. 
 
Figure 5.9 Effect of vol % of reinforcement on global flexural modulus 
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5.5 Modeling of Foam Core with Reinforcement for 
Homogenization of Properties 
 
As discussed earlier, it was found that the effects of carbon rod reinforcement were not 
well-captured in the FEA due to high difference in material properties. To properly 
capture the effect of the reinforcement in the core, only the foam core with the 
reinforcement of pultruded carbon rod has been studied through simulation. The 
reinforcing rods have been systematically placed symmetrically measured from the 
central line of the sandwich to best match the fabricated sandwich composites. The 
simulation has been performed based on the ‘homogenization’ concept to determine the 
global response of the core as a homogenous material taking into effect of the 
reinforcement using representative core with reinforcement (Figure 5.10 (a)). Thus, the 
misalignment of the carbon rods in the foam core also can be taken care of. The 
properties of the reinforced core have been thus determined and used in the simulation of 
flexure of the sandwich composite structure with reinforcement in the core. Herein the 
foam properties were assumed to be elastic-perfectly plastic and the rod properties to be 
elastic. The flexure response of the representative foam core with 0.9 vol % and 2.45 
vol% reinforcement has been depicted in Figure 5.10 (b). The global flexural modulus is 
found to increase to 25 MPa by reinforcement of around 0.9 vol% and to 55 MPa by 
reinforcement of around 2.45 vol% of pultruded carbon rod compared to the foam 
modulus of 7 MPa. The flexural response obtained from the simulation of the core with 
reinforcement has been then used as the material property of the homogenized core of the 
sandwich composite structure. It can be noted that in this approach the effect of 
reinforcement of the mechanically stronger reinforcement in the soft foam can be well 
captured on the elastic-plastic deformation of the foam. Thus equivalent homogenized 
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global flexural response was determined for the cores that were studied experimentally 




Figure 5.10 (a) Representative foam core with reinforcement and (b) flexural response 






5.6 Flexural Response of the Reinforced Sandwich from FEA 
and Experiment 
 
Simulations have been performed with reinforcement in the foam core with the amount 
of reinforcement being similar to the ones in experimental characterization. A sandwich 
model with lesser width has been used for the simulation to reduce the computational 
cost. To eliminate the out of plane deformation, plane strain condition was obtained by 
restricting the out of plane degrees of freedom. The properties of reinforced foam core 
material have been determined by the homogenization of the reinforcement in the foam 
core estimated from the flexural simulation of the foam core with reinforcement as 
discussed in the previous section. A representative reinforced sandwich composite and its 
homogenized model is depicted in Figure 5.11. In the simulation, a displacement has 
been applied at the central position of the sandwich model and reaction force at the 
supports has been extracted. The force displacement response has been transformed to the 
flexural stress-strain response using engineering relations. The present model assumes 
isotropic properties of the reinforced core. Since, the out-of-plane deformation was 
restricted to obtain plane strain condition; the out-of-plane properties would not affect the 




      
Figure 5.11 Model sandwich composite with reinforcement in the core and 
homogenized core 
 
The flexural response of the reinforced sandwich composite using homogenized 
properties with 0.90 vol % and 2.45 vol % reinforcement in the core had been determined 
from the simulation results with equivalent homogenized core properties. The 
homogenized properties of the core estimated by the simulation of the reinforced foam 
core have been listed in the Table 5.3. 
Thus it was then possible to determine the effect of the reinforcement on the global 
flexural behavior of the sandwich composite structures with reinforcement in the core. 
The flexural behavior measured experimentally and that obtained from simulation have 
been depicted in the Figure 5.12. The global behavior of the sandwich composite 
structure is found to match very closely with the experimental measurement. It can be 
noted that a 0.90 vol% of reinforcement in the sandwich score increases the global 
flexural stiffness to around 600 MPa and 2.45 vol% reinforcement increases the same to 







modulus of core 
(Mpa) 
Yield stress (Mpa) 
No reinforcement 7 0.20 
0.90 vol %  25  0.55 
2.45 vol %  55  1.10 
 
Table 5.3 Properties of the foam core estimated from finite element simulation 
 
 
Figure 5.12 Flexural behavior of sandwich composite structure using homogenized 
properties of the reinforced core in simulation and experiment 
 
5.7 Effect of Reinforcement on Local Strain Fields 
 
Previous experimental studies showed that the reinforcement in the sandwich core 
increases the stiffness as well as strain energy absorption capability by localized 
deformation at lower length scales at the interfaces in between the reinforcement and 
porous soft core. The multiscale experimental characterization of the deformation 
behavior revealed that the local deformation plays an important role on the mechanical 





sandwich beam due to reinforcement have been investigated using a detail model of 
reinforcement in the core to compare with the deformation fields observed 
experimentally by DIC. The mesh has been created using 8noded linear brick element. 
This simulation can not capture the global flexural response, however, is useful for the 
insight of the local deformation fields. The strain fields obtained from the FEA of the 
flexural response of sandwich composite structures with and without reinforcement in the 
core have been elucidated. It is observed that the strain fields are concentrated in the soft 
core sandwich structures and high concentration of shear strain occur at the facesheet-
foam core interface, thereby leading to delamination and local crushing failure of the 
foam core. The reinforcement of comparatively stiffer material in the core of the 
sandwich composite increases the interfaces of property mismatch and create several sites 
for localized deformation. Thus, more interfaces diffuse the strain energy leading to an 
increase in energy absorbing capability and damage resistance. 
The simulation results have been used to study the effect of reinforcement on local the 
deformation behavior in the sandwich composite structures under quasi-static flexure. 
The global flexural response is depicted in Figure 5.13 (a) for the sandwich without any 
reinforcement and with around 2.45 vol% reinforcement. The global flexural response 
shows only marginal effect of the reinforcement. The local strain fields developed in the 
sandwich composite with around 2.45 vol% reinforcement of rods has been compared 
with the sandwich composite with same constituent properties but without the 
reinforcement. The simulations of the sandwich and reinforced sandwich were performed 
with perfect contact at the interfaces, and elastic-perfectly plastic core, elastic-plastic 
facesheet and linear reinforcement. The global flexural modulus was found to be 
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increased by only around 10 % due to the reinforcement of around 2.45 vol % of 
reinforcement. However, the local deformation characteristics have been significantly 
affected. The planar strain fields under at a load level of around 21 Mpa are depicted in 
Figure 5.13 (b). The strain fields obtained from the detail discrete model the reinforced 
sandwich composite are similar to that observed in experiment as shown in Figure 5.13 
(c). The longitudinal flexural strain is found to be decreased minimally; however, the 
compressive and shear strains are affected more. The reinforcement reduced the local 
compressive strain to 0.03 from 0.035. In the sandwich without any reinforcement the 
localized shear strains occurred only at the facesheet-foam core interface. The 
reinforcements of rod in the core of the sandwich increased the interfaces, thereby 
increasing the sites of localized shear deformation. The maximum local shear strain was 
around 0.02, whereas the same for the sandwich without reinforcement was 0.26. Thus, 
the reinforcement reduced the magnitude of the local strain, and by virtue of increased 

































Figure 5.13 (a) Global flexural response and (b) effect of reinforcement on the local 
deformation fields in sandwich composite under flexure. The strain fields correspond to a 
global flexural stress level of around 21 MPa (Point A) (c) experimental observations of 
strain concentrations at the reinforcement - foam core interface in sandwich composite 
structure 
 
5.8 Effect of Reinforcement on Damage Initiation 
 
The effect of the reinforcement in the damage initiation and the strain fields developed 
prior to damage initiation has been studied through simulations using consistent foam 
core properties and reinforcement. The simulation results of the sandwich composites are 
compared for the response of the sandwich with foam properties calibrated from the 
experimental response with and without reinforcement. The damage initiation criteria 
were identified to match experimentally observed damage initiation. 
The flexural simulation was performed without any reinforcement with the foam 
properties corresponding to the sandwich with 2.45 vol% reinforcement to study the 
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effect of reinforcement in the core on damage initiation characteristics. The damage 
initiation has been incorporated through the ductile damage and shear damage model 
available in ABAQUS [100, 101]. The ductile damage initiation criteria was set based on 
the equivalent plastic strain and stress triaxiality, and the shear damage initiation criteria 
was set based on the equivalent plastic strain and shear ratio. The ductile damage 
criterion is a phenomenological model for predicting the onset of damage. The damage 
initiation occurs when the equivalent plastic strain reaches a critical amount. The model 
assumes that the equivalent plastic strain at the onset of damage plDε  is a function of 
stress triaxiality and strain rate ( ),pl plDε η ε . The stress triaxiality is defined 
by Misespη σ= − , ρ  is the pressure stress, Misesσ  is the Mises equivalent stress, and 
is the equivalent plastic strain rate. The criterion for damage initiation is met when the 














where Dω  is a state variable that increases monotonically with plastic deformation. 
Similarly, the shear damage criterion is a phenomenological model for predicting the 
onset of damage due to shear band localization. The model assumes that the equivalent 
plastic strain at the onset of damage, plSε is a function of the shear stress ratio and strain 
rate ( ),pl plS sε θ ε , where ( ) maxs sq k pθ τ= +  is the shear ratio, maxτ is the maximum 
shear stress, and sk  is a material parameter. The criterion for shear damage initiation is 
















where Sω is a state variable that increases monotonically with plastic deformation 
proportional to the incremental change in equivalent plastic strain. 
It is found that the reinforcement in the sandwich composite core decreases the global 
damage initiation strain since local strain concentration sites at the interfaces increase. 
The damage initiation sites in the sandwich composite with and without reinforcement 
have been depicted in Figure 5.14. The value 1 corresponds to the damage initiation with 
respective deformation as discussed in Equations 5.1 and 5.2 . It can be noted from the 
damage initiation sites map that for the sandwich without reinforcement the damage 
initiates at the facesheet-foam interface due to high concentration of strain. On the other 
hand, the strain energy is distributed over several interfaces between reinforcement and 
foam core thereby leading to lower local strain. However more local damage initiation 
























Figure 5.14 Damage initiation sites in the sandwich composite (a) with reinforcement 
and (b) without reinforcement. The value 1 corresponds to damage initiation, and 0 





Using the FEA it is possible to diagnose the damage initiation sites in side the sandwich 
composite in the vertical plane of reinforcement and at the external face that can be only 
experimental diagnosed by DIC. The comparison of the damage initiation sites at the 
external face and the inside plane of reinforcement can be seen in Figure 5.15 due to 
ductile damage and shear damage criteria. As seen, more damage initiates at the plane of 
the reinforcement right at the interface in line with the bending plane. Damage 
accumulation and global damage evolution occurs when further microscale damage 
accumulates as shown in Figure 5.15. It is also worth noting that the shear damage is the 
leading mechanism for damage accumulation due to the shear strain concentrations at the 
interface that has been earlier observed in the experimental measurements in the natural 
composite, Palmetto wood as well as engineered composite sandwich with reinforcement 

























Figure 5.15 Damage initiation sites (a) in the front face and (b) in the vertical plane of 




5.9 Discussion of Results 
 
FEA has been performed to numerically investigate the flexural behavior of the 
sandwich composite structures based on the continuum properties of the constituent 
materials. The material properties for the simulation have been determined 
experimentally. The preliminary model of the sandwich without any reinforcement in the 
core has been validated with the experimentally determined properties and global flexural 
response.  
The simulation of the sandwich with reinforcement in the core has been performed with 
systematically placing the reinforcing rods in the core based on the amount of the 
reinforcement volume fraction. The simulation of the experimental response has revealed 
that the, the core properties had been affected by the reinforcement. Since, the sandwich 
composite structures fabricated for experimental characterization has an epoxy based 
adhesive in the core-reinforcement interface, diffusion of the epoxy adhesive in the open 
cell foam core resulted in increase its stiffness along with increasing the stiffness of the 
whole sandwich. To obtain the flexural response of the sandwich with reinforcement in 
the core, the core properties have been estimated. Therefore, it has been possible to 
quantify the effect of the reinforcement in terms of modification of the core material 
property as well as global flexural response.  
The effect of solely reinforcement on the flexural response has been studied by 
systematically varying the reinforcement amount. It has been found that in an ideal 
situation of reinforcement without any adhesive, the effect of the reinforcement is 
significantly less. An increase of around 50 % in the global flexural modulus would 
require around 15-20 % of volume fraction in the core. The increase in the global flexural 
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response by the reinforcement in the core has been numerically found to be linear with 
the volume fraction of the reinforcement. The size effect of the reinforcing rod (diameter) 
has been numerically studied by varying the size of the reinforcing rod. The simulations 
show that the larger reinforcement causes requirement of lesser reinforcement, however, 
the effect is similar by virtue of the volume fraction amount. The linear dependency is 
justified by using the engineering relation for the bending stiffness for a composite beam. 
The flexural behavior and deformation characteristic due to reinforcement in the core 
has been compared with that of the sandwich composite without reinforcement in core. 
The experimentally observed effects of the reinforcement of stiffer material in the soft 
core have been verified. The strain fields determined by FEA in the core of the sandwich 
due to the reinforcement confirms that the strain concentration are diffused at several 
interfaces between reinforcement and core, thereby increasing energy absorbing 
capability and damage resistance. 
The model based on FEA presented here does have limitation that it does not capture 
microstructural features of the foam, does not incorporate any interface properties. The 
study has been performed only until damage initiation. The global flexural response has 
been captured using homogenization technique. However, The present approach to model 
the flexural behavior of the reinforced sandwich composite structures can be extended to 
any composite structures with arbitrary reinforcement and alignment using 
homogenization technique based on Representative Volume Element (RVE). The 
approach presented here uses homogenization of the reinforcement properties to 
incorporate the effect of reinforcement properties in the core of the sandwich composite. 
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This chapter presents the numerical study of the global flexural behavior of the 
sandwich composite structures with reinforcement in the core developed by bioinspired 
template. The effect of longitudinal reinforcement in the core on the global flexural 
behavior and local deformation behavior of sandwich composite structures under quasi-
static flexure has been numerically investigated. Simplified Finite Element simulations 
have been performed to (i) to validate the continuum assumption of the constituent 
material properties, (ii) to verify the effect of reinforcement of pultruded carbon rod on 
the flexural behavior of the sandwich composite structure. 
A parametric study has been performed by systematically varying the reinforcing 
amount and size of reinforcement to estimate the effect of the reinforcement vol % and 
reinforcement size on the global flexural modulus of the sandwich composite structure 
with reinforcement in the core. 
The effect of reinforcement in the sandwich composite structures on the local 
deformation behavior in the core has been explored by comparing the deformation fields 
obtained from simulation with and without reinforcement in the core. The damage 








Palmetto wood, a hierarchically structured natural composite, had been assumed to be a 
novel bioinspiration to develop synthetic sandwich that will have enhanced mechanical 
properties, energy absorbance capability as well as damage resistance. 
The multiscale structural characterization of Palmetto wood revealed its hierarchical 
structure as well as structural characteristics and its potential as a novel bioinspiration 
[22]. Following by the structural characterization, load transfer and failure mechanism 
were investigated at multiple length scale under quasi-static three point bend to reveal the 
roles of macrofiber and porous cellulose matrix in the load transfer mechanism [69]. The 
pore collapse and shear dominated debonding were found to be the key failure 
mechanism. The damage evolution in the palmetto wood was characterized under 
unloading-reloading. The dynamic behavior of Palmetto wood had been characterized 
under low velocity impact [70]. The characterization of dynamic behavior revealed that 
the failure mechanism dominates the dynamic behavior similar to the quasi-static 
behavior. Damage modeling of the palmetto wood revealed the slower damage evolution 
under the dynamic load than that under quasi-static loading. The deformation 
measurement to characterize the mechanical behavior of Palmetto wood at multiple 
length scales and loading rates was accomplished by using the Digital Image Correlation 
(DIC) on the images captured at several magnifications.  
Motivated by the structure of Palmetto wood, a bioinspired core has been developed 
using macroscale reinforcement of carbon rods in the foam. The sandwich specimens 
with bioinspired foam core are the main interest in the present study. Motivated by the 
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enormous strength enhancement by nano-reinforcemnt, the interface in present sandwich 
structures are strengthened by using nano-enhanced epoxy. 
Significant efforts have been dedicated to achieve multifunctionality in a single system 
combining several functional properties based on the requirement and potential 
applications. Integration of multiple capabilities in a single system will reduce the 
usage/need of multiple systems for to serve all the functionalities, as well as increase the 
system performance. Motivated by the need of combining mechanical and electrical 
power storage capabilities, a material system is designed to achieve electro-mechanical 
functionality in order to store electrical energy while providing structural support (i.e., a 
structural battery). 
A model structural battery is depicted in the Figure 6.1. In the proposed design, the 
plate configuration was wisely chosen to achieve better structural characteristics as 
opposed to the cylindrical configuration of the conventional batteries. It is hoped that the 
enhancement in structural properties will be possible to harvest from the concepts of 
sandwich structures that have been successfully developed for high strength to weight 
properties. Figure 6.2 demonstrates the mapping of the electrical functionality of each 
part of the sandwich to a Zn-carbon battery. The proposed metrics for comparing the 
properties of the multifunctional material system are considered to be weight, static and 




Figure 6.1  Proposed model sandwich structure for a structural battery. The material 
system is designed to be a lightweight battery with enhanced structural support 
   
  
 
Figure 6.2  Mapping of the multifunctional sandwich (structural battery) and a Zn-Carbon 
battery 
 
6.2 Materials, Fabrication and Characterization Technique 
 
Prototype multifunctional sandwich specimens were fabricated using carbon foam 
(CF17) as a core material attached to two copper coated fiberglass facesheets by a paste 
made of NH4Cl and ZnCl2, which also acts as electrolyte. To enhance the adhesive 
properties, the electrolyte (NH4Cl and ZnCl2) was mixed with PAPI and MDI polymers 
in electrolyte to polymer weight ratio of 3:1. The PAPI and MDI acted as binder of the 













in the interfacial adhesive. Another material system developed with the same electrolyte-
adhesive composite utilized 0.04” thick zinc (Zn) sheets instead of the copper coated 
fiberglass. 
The copper coated fiberglass or Zn sheets have been manually glued to the carbon foam 
using the NH4Cl and ZnCl2 salts and the polymers as adhesive. The adhesive was 
prepared by hand-mixing the MDI and PAPI polymer, DITBA and TITBA binder and the 
two salts. The interface was cure in open air for around 10-12 hours. 
The beams specimens of multifunctional sandwich have been tested under three-point 
bend test and have been characterized by their electrical performance. The flexural 
response of the fabricated sandwich was obtained by quasi-static three-point bend test 
performed in Imada MX-500 load frame. The load on the specimen and displacement at 
the central loading point were obtained by a load cell and caliper attached to the load 
frame. 
6.3 Experimental Results 
6.3.1 Mechanical Characterization 
 
The structural battery specimens fabricated in sandwich composite form from carbon 
foam core and (i) Zn and (ii) fiberglass facesheet are characterized under quasi-static 
flexural load and the interface strength of the batteries have been characterized to 
understand the effect of the interface ingredients. The flexural responses of the sandwich 
structural battery with Zn facesheet and fiberglass facesheet have been depicted in the 
Figure 6.3. The specimen sustained flexural stress of around 20 MPa and 16% flexural 
strain with effective elastic modulus being 125 MPa. The flexural responses of the 
multifunctional specimens are compared with that of only the facesheets, unbonded and 
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without core (for both the copper coated fiberglass and Zn facesheet specimens) without 
any bonding in between them. The responses match very well indicating that the 
electrolyte-adhesive composite with the carbon foam core contributes slightly to an 
increase in strength at larger deformations for the copper-coated fiberglass facesheet 
specimens while there is a more significant enhancement in strength for the softer Zn 
facesheet specimens. These preliminary results indicate that there is a significant tradeoff 
in structural support using Zn facesheets to obtain the 100% gain in voltage. The 
contribution of the facesheet and carbon foam core in the load bearing capacity and the 
effect of carbon foam core failure has been further diagnosed by corresponding to the 



















Figure 6.3 (a) A structural battery, (b) three-point bend test on a multifunctional 
sandwich specimen, and (c) the flexural responses of the multifunctional specimens and 
the behavior of just the facesheets, unbonded and without core (both copper coated 
fiberglass and Zn facesheet specimens) 
 
The flexural behavior of the Zn facesheet sandwich structure has been explored further 
with the aid of DIC and observation of failure of the ceramic carbon foam. The flexure 
response of the sandwich is depicted in Figure 6.4 and the contribution of the carbon 
foam and the facesheets are details.  The figure shows the flexural behavior of the carbon 
foam core and two Zn facesheets without bond are depicted in the same figure. It can be 
observed that in the initial deformation carbon foam contributes the stiffness of the 
sandwich. Once the failure of the carbon foam occurs, an instantaneous load drop is noted 
and further stiffness is achieved by the sandwich battery due to the contribution of the 
facesheets. The difference in behavior of the sandwich and the unbonded Zn facesheets 

























Figure 6.4 (a) Flexural response of the sandwich structural battery and contribution of 
core and facesheet in bending behavior, (b) the deformed images corresponding to points 
A (before core failure) and B (after core failure), (c) strain fields obtained from DIC of 
the images 
 
The flexural behavior of the fiberglass facesheet sandwich structure has been depicted 
Figure 6.5 with the flexural behavior of the carbon foam core and two fiberglass 
facesheets without bond. The initial deformation of the sandwich battery is similar to that 
of carbon foam and after the initial core failure the global stiffness is more similar to that 
of the facesheet.  The occurrence of the core failure causes a load drop and then, 
redistribution of the failed core contributes to the stiffness. The load drop due to core 
failure has been diagnosed in detail with the help of DIC of the images. The Figure 6.5(b) 
shows the images of the deformed sandwich specimen right after the core failure 
corresponding to AB and CD in Figure 6.5 (a). The failure initiation sites have been 
depicted. The DIC reveals this failure through the high tensile strains at the sites 



















Figure 6.5 (a) Flexural response of the sandwich structural battery with fiberglass 
facesheet and contribution of carbon foam core and fiberglass facesheet in bending 
behavior, (b) the deformed images after core failure AB and CD, (c) strain fields obtained 














The interface strength of the structural battery has been characterized to understand the 
mechanical performance and study the curing effect. Figure 6.6 (a), (b) show the 
specimens typical battery specimens. The displacement-load response of the specimens 
with HTPB and epoxy based interface are depicted in Figure 6.7.  The energy required 
for the delamination at the interface was determined to be 0.142 mJ/mm2.  The curing of 
the epoxy was performed at 80oC for around 12 hours; however, the interface was pretty 
weak leading to delamination energy of 0.041 mJ/mm2.  A curing of around 24 hours at a 













Figure 6.7 Response of battery specimens (Figure 6.6) with HTPB and epoxy based 
interface 
 
6.3.2 Electrical Characterization 
 
The potential between the carbon foam and the Zn facesheet was approximately 0.4 V, 
which is about 1/3rd of a normal alkaline battery in a similar volume. In this system as 
high as 0.9 – 1.0 V potential was achieved, which is twice that with the copper coated 
fiberglass.  
It has been noted that the structural battery has a potential but any current was not 
flowing indicating the high resistance in the polymeric interface (i.e. almost no 
conductivity in the HTPB based interface intended to act as analyte). This was the barrier 
to gain any power (no current flow). To achieve the conductivity, carbon nano-fiber 
(CNF) of around 10 wt % was added to the polymer and salt mixer. The ingredients and 
the electrical properties of the batteries are listed in the Table 6.1 below obtained from 
typical specimens as shown in Figure 6.3. Apart from the HTPB based interface, an 
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epoxy-based (West System 105) interface has been used to fabricate the batteries due to 
the better adhesion properties of this polymer. 
 
















HTPB Zn 70% 0 % 0.15 0.004 240 
HTPB Zn 70 % 10 % 0.50 0.01332 512  




























10% 0.05 0.0012 260 
 
Table 6.1 Ingredients and electrical properties of the structural batteries 
 
6.4 Discussion of Results 
 
Structural batteries have been fabricated using carbon foam (CF17) as core and copper 
coated fiberglass and Zn plates as facesheets. The results form prototype multifunctional 
sandwiches proves the potential of generating power in a sandwich structure. The 
materials have been selected using standard Zn-Carbon battery as template for the battery 
chemistry. Two types of polymers, HTPB and epoxy have been used to prepare the 
interfacial adhesive that also acts as analyte. The interfacial strength has been measured 
and has been tuned by increasing curing temperature of the interfacial material. However, 
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the power generated by the above mentioned battery is significantly low. The future work 
would include developing structural batteries from several other battery chemistries and 
increase the interfacial strength. However, as usual for in multifunctional structures, there 
will be a trade-off in the power performance and structural strength. A model will be 
developed identifying the parameters dictating the performance and the parameters will 
be optimally chosen for the required performance. 
6.5 Summary 
 
This chapter presents the effort toward developing structural batteries in sandwich 
configuration using a ceramic core material, carbon foam and the chemistry of Zn-
carbon. The mechanical and electrical characterizations have been perform to identify the 
limitations of these material systems and to help lay path for future development toward a 




Chapter 7 Conclusions 
 
This chapter will present the intellectual contributions and the anticipated benefits 
resulting from the advances reported as part of this dissertation. 
7.1 Intellectual Contributions 
 
The research work reported in this dissertation topic is expected to yield several 
contributions to the body of work in developing advanced sandwich composite structures 
with multifunctional capability as well as understanding the mechanics principles for 
energy absorption in the hierarchically structured composites. The dissertation is 
expected to be the first of its kind to make inroads into development of a sandwich 
composite structure with reinforcement towards achieving enhanced energy absorbance 
and damage resistance through the bioinspired core using the structural template of 
Palmetto wood. The three most important and potentially useful contributions are: (1) 
understanding mechanics for energy absorption,  failure mechanisms, and role of porosity 
and reinforcement in damage evolution in hierarchically structured natural composite, 
Palmetto wood.; (2) translation of the mechanics principles by using the structural 
template of Palmetto wood into reinforced composite sandwich structure through 
reinforcement in the cellular foam core for enhanced mechanical behavior and 
understanding of the attributes of its components in the mechanical behavior of the 
reinforced sandwich composite; (3) development of multifunctional sandwich with 




7.1.1 Multi-scale Characterization and Modeling of a 
Hierarchically Structured Natural Composite: Palmetto 
Wood 
 
As part of this effort, a naturally occurring composite, Palmetto wood has been 
experimentally characterized to investigate the mechanical behavior under quasi-static 
and dynamic load. The effect of macrofiber concentration in the porous cellulose matrix 
has been studied. The multiscale characterization technique employed here helps to 
elucidate the load transfer and failure mechanisms in Palmetto wood. The transfer of 
mechanical behavior across the length scales has been examined. The damage evolution 
in palmetto wood and the role of macrofiber and strain rate has been experimentally 
evaluated. Subsequently, a model has been proposed to account for the plastic strain due 
to pore collapse and associated evolution of damage. 
7.1.2 Development, Characterization, and Modeling of a New 
Bioinspired Foam Core for Composite Sandwich Structures 
 
Another significant contribution would be in using the template of Palmetto wood in 
developing sandwich structures with bioinspired core for enhanced mechanical behavior. 
Preliminary results show the improvement in the flexural response of the bioinspired 
sandwich materials.  
Modeling of the behavior of bioinspired sandwich elucidated the role of macroscale 
reinforcement and the properties of constituent materials in the mechanical response of 
the sandwich structures. This will also help to develop the guidelines in choosing proper 
reinforcement to tune the mechanical behavior. It would be possible to develop a detailed 
map to depict the role of macroscale reinforcement and the transition of damage behavior 
of natural composite Palmetto wood, polymeric foam, bioinspired foam and ceramic 
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foam. It has been seen that ceramic foam (carbon foam) barely undergoes any plastic 
deformation and polymeric foam would undergo large plastic deformation. Using 
Palmetto wood as template and modeling bioinspired foam will help to develop the 
detailed picture of the role of reinforcement in damage behavior and stress-strain 
response. 
7.1.3 Development of FEA Model for Bioinspired Foam Cores 
 
A new FEA model was developed to simulate the mechanical behavior of the sandwich 
structures with and without reinforcement in the core. The simulation was conducted 
using with ABAQUS using elastic-plastic deformation with isotropic hardening for the 
face sheet, elastic-perfectly plastic foam behavior, and elastic deformation for the fiber. 
For damage initiation, a ductile and shear damage model was used based on equivalent 
plastic strain. To describe the elastic-plastic behavior of a composite sandwich structure 
with a bioinspired foam core, the mechanical behavior of the foam core was first modeled 
discretely using the fiber reinforcement at different locations relative to the neutral axis 
of the foam core.  The resulting elastic-plastic deformation behavior was then used in a 
homogenized core in the composite sandwich structure to compare with experimental 
stress-strain flexure measurements in order to determine the appropriate material 
properties and fiber distribution for the discretely modeled bioinspired foam core.  
In addition to the homogenized model, a complete discrete model of the composite 
sandwich structure with the bioinspired foam core was also developed in order to 
determine the localized deformation response of the bioinspired foam core to compare 
with the experimental DIC measurements and verify that we could translate the damage 
mechanisms to the new model.  Thus, the combination of the homogenized and discrete 
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models allows for a multi-scale approach to designing composite sandwich structures 
with bioinspired foam cores.  
7.1.4 Development of a Multifunctional Sandwich Composite 
Structure with Energy Storage Capability 
 
As part of this effort, the feasibility of developing multifunctional structures with 
bioinspired cores for high mechanical energy absorption as well as energy storage has 
been investigated with the new multi-scale modeling and characterization approach.  This 
was the first time that a multifunctional sandwich composite structure with energy 
storage capability has been demonstrated. The core of the sandwich structure consisted of 
a carbon foam, which represented one extreme of the design space using bioinspired 
foam cores. Thus, the characterization and modeling was able to verify only the extreme 
of the design space. However, it was sufficient to provide the foundation for continuing 
further exploration of the possibilities in the design space for optimizing energy storage 
capability and mechanical performance via the new multi-scale characterization and 
modeling approach. Another viable bioinspired core designs were proposed in Section 
8.2.2 for further investigating the possibilities using embedded batteries. Using the multi-
scale model, it is possible to identify several competing parameters (e.g., weight, 
mechanical performance, and electrical performance) in optimizing the parameters (e.g., 
matrix properties, fiber properties, fiber distribution, interfacial properties, embedded 






7.2 Anticipated Benefits 
 
The focus of this dissertation is on the design and fabrication of multifunctional 
sandwich structure with structural and electrical functionality. The bioinspired sandwich 
structures and structural batteries developed and modeled as part of this investigation 
would establish the methodology to develop high energy absorbing structural members 
with power functionality.  
The results of this investigation can be utilized in developing sandwich structures high 
energy absorbing capability for several applications where structures are subject to 
impact load in several applications like marine structure. 
The structural batteries developed as part of this effort will explore the potential of 
developing multifunctional material system with the optimal performance. The modeling 
part will help to select material, fabrication procedure and other related geometric 
parameters in developing sandwich materials with structure-power capabilities leading to 




Chapter 8 Future Work 
 
In this chapter, the future directions of the present research that can be carried out 
toward further understanding of the mechanics of the reinforced foam core sandwich 
composite structures and develop energy absorbing multifunctional sandwich structures 
are identified and outlined. The scopes for further exploration are: (1) Detailed modeling 
of porous foam core to understand the failure mechanisms in the porous structure and 
effect of pore structure and reinforcement size on the mechanical behavior of the 
reinforced sandwich composites, (2) Incorporate bioinspired core in structural battery and 
integration of nano-scale reinforcement in the foam core for conductivity. The following 
sections will describe in detail the motivation and expected outcome for the further 
research. 




The mechanical characterization of Palmetto wood revealed that higher volume fraction 
of macrofiber reinforcement increases the stiffness. A damage model was developed to 
decouple the effect of the flexural elastic strain and effect of plastic strain due to pore 
collapse in damage evolution. It has been seen that the reinforcement of macrofiber plays 
a significant role in the damage initiation strain and evolution of damage. However, in the 
experimental study, limited cases were investigated to obtain the damage behavior of the 
Palmetto wood. To utilize the mechanics principle of palmetto wood in developing 
bioinspired sandwich material and tailor their properties a detail understanding of the 




Ajdari ey al [95] developed a detail finite element model to investigate the in-plane  
dynamic  crushing  of  two  dimensional  honeycombs  with  both  regular and irregular 
hexagonal arrangements with constant and graded density. The  crushing  behavior  and  
energy  absorption  of  honeycombs  made  of  a  linear  elastic-perfectly  plastic  material  
with  constant  and  functionally  graded  density  has been studied. The simulations 
revealed three  distinct crushing  modes  for  honeycombs  with  a  constant  relative  
density:  quasi-static,  transition and  dynamic as shown in Figure 8.2. 
 
A detailed numerical analysis using full-fledged model with microstructural features 
like porous structure of the foam will help to understand the role of the reinforcement and 
porous matrix in the damage behavior of the composite sandwich structure in greater 
detail. Also it is not feasible to capture the effect of the size of pores, reinforcements in 
the properties. The detail model can capture the effect of the reinforcement size relative 
to pore size of the foam core, relative density of foam core. Therefore, the further detail 
model with microstructural features will fill in these gaps that can not be elucidated using 
uniform material model and will clearly identify the parameters that can be tailored to 
achieve required properties of the sandwich composite structure. 
8.1.2 Approach 
 
There are several literatures on the modeling of mechanical behavior foam core 
sandwich structures like plastic collapse of sandwich beam by Chen et al [96], interfacial 
fracture by Cancer and Bazan [97], modeling flexural behavior by Styles et al [98]. 
Motivated by the modeling approach mentioned above and especially, modeling foam to 
capture the crushing by Ajdari et al [95], finite element analysis can be performed for the 
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Figure 8.1 Detail modeling of the foam core for further investigation of failure 





Figure 8.2 Deformation modes of a hexagonal regular honeycomb (a) three distinct 
deformation shapes and deformation map for a regular honeycomb subjected to dynamic 
crushing and (bottom) deformation shapes of regular cellular structures with constant and 
functionally graded relative density at 50% crushing at low and high crushing rates [95] 
 
8.1.3 Expected Outcomes 
 
The detailed FEM can study several geometrical and constituent property dependencies 
thereby exploring the design space for a foam core reinforced sandwich composite 
structure. The model can be used as a predictive tool to tune the mechanical behavior of 
the sandwich material with bioinspired foam core. The model can take in account the 
following parameters: 
1) Amount and length scale of macroscale reinforcement 
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2) Processing parameters leading to different interfacial characteristics 
3) Relative size scale of the porous foam core and reinforcement and effect of relative 
density of foam. 
8.2 Incorporate the Bioinspired Core in Structural Battery and 
Integration of Conductive Nano-reinforcement in Foam 
8.2.1 Motivation 
 
The characterization of Palmetto wood revealed its failure mechanisms and damage 
mechanism under quasi-static and dynamic three-point bending and its energy absorbing 
capability. Palmetto wood, a naturally occurring porous material, exhibits enhanced 
mechanical behavior with the aid of macrofiber in its porous cellulose matrix. The 
experimental and numerical study on the flexural behavior of the sandwich composite 
structures with bioinspired polymeric foam core proved the enhancement in the flexural 
behavior, balanced energy absorbance and damage resistance. 
Preliminary prototype structural batteries showed the capability of power generation, 
though very less, and structural strength at the extreme design space, using ceramic core. 
The carbon foam used in the prototype structural batteries being ceramic has very less 
mechanical energy absorbing capacity and barely deforms plastically leading to 
catastrophic failure of the foam core, and hence the sandwich composite structure. Hence, 
incorporating bioinspired polymeric foam with power functionality in the structural 









The approach that may be adopted to incorporate the bioinspired foam core in 
developing structural battery with reinforcement in the foam core by a bottom-up 
processing technique as depicted in Figure 8.3. Once approach would be to embed battery 
in the bioinspired core of the sandwich composite structure, and another approach may be 
to integrate nanoenhancement to induce electrical conductivity in the core material that 
can perform as a terminal in battery chemistry. A prototype sandwich composite structure 
with embedded LiPoly battery in FM104 foam (Innovative Polymers) and a 









Figure 8.3 Approaches to incorporate bioinspired core in multifunctional sandwich 
 
8.2.3 Expected Outcomes 
 
The multifunctional sandwich composite with bioinspired core can be designed to 
achieve required enhanced structural behavior through tailoring the macroscale 
reinforcement of mechanical stronger material leading to increase in flexural stiffness 
compared to conventional sandwich composite structures. Nanoreinforcements (like 
Carbon Nano Tube, Exfoliated Graphite) have shown potential applications to induce 
electrical conductivity and potentially can be used to induce electrical conductivity in the 
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